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rtll///llCONFERENCE PROCEEIJINGSllUlllA

ARTHUR ANDERSON MADE HONORARY MEMBER
OF THE TURF MANAGEMENT CLUB
Patrick O'Connor, President of the Turf Management Club, presents
Arthur Anderson with an honorary membership certificate in the Turf Management Club.
Mr. Anderson, outstanding Green Superintendent of the Brae Burn Country Club, is the first graduate of the University of Massachusetts Winter
School for Turf Managers. He completed the course of study under Professor
L. Dickinson in 1927 .

PHOTO BY:

l(QLDY

SHERWOOD MOORE PRESENTS G.C.S.A. SCHOLARSHIP CERTIFICATES
Sherwood Moore, President of the Golf Course Superintendents Association of
America, made the presentations at the Annual University of Massachusetts' Turf Con£erence Banquet.
Receiving the certificates are Allan MacCurrack and Terrance Mulligan, on the
left and right sides respectively. They are Stockbridge Seniors who will soon become
golf course superintendents.
Also receiving a certificate is Douglas Hawes, a University senior, former Stockbridge graduate, shown here shaking President Moore's hand. Mr. Hawes will be doing graduate work toward his Ph .D. in weed control at Cornell University, New York
starting this summer.
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Turf on the Launching Pad
or
Reflections on ' the Winter
School
'
Tom Scannell
\

.~.

'"

'

'•

ln thisJ The Space Age, one. seldom. thinks without evaluating
each thought by a comparison to its equivalent in rocketry. and when
comparing anything to those early, man-made satellites; those tiny
little spheres which were literally crammed with every imaginable
device for measuring, recording,· sampling, ·· transmitting and what have
· you, it seems t.o indicat.e an ove.rwhelming . inbalance in favor of the
' great strides · of modern scienc~~ . ·. Tho~e. little packages in orbit have
· . ·~

earned the distinction of holdi~g a new r~~ord for ·wh&t they contain
in relation to the size of the contain8r. · ·
'· ~

I was in complete accord with this idea until l attended the
Winter School of Turf Managers at the University of Massachusetts.
It is now .obvious to me that since 1927 an uncelebrated group of
sphere-stuffers, · namely, the faculty and its assistants operating
out of : Stockbridge Hall here 9.n campus have been doing a for~most
, job taking· a :score or so of qua~~fied turf managers each winter and
in eight short weeks cramming -~nto thei,r litt"ie round heads more
material, facts, figures, formulas·,, .ideas, schemes, techniques,
theories, paradoxes, and dilemmas (a definite predominance of the
last tlfo) in such quantities as to give the boys at Cape Canaveral
more than just a ~un for their ~ney.

·

This has been an excellent eight weeks course of instruction.
It is small wonder that the Winter School is gaining a fine, worldwide reputa't ion. This ·year, the thir;x::three students came from
eleven of our· states and t.wo province~ . of , Canada. , And soon they
will be returning to their homes loade'd down with information and
ideas, food for thought that will ta~e mo~ths and months to digest.

-~··

Turf is indeed a uniq~e -.subject. ·· Take a little native grass;
let the wild animals graze it,· and you've got Turf. · · That of course
happened just that way . long before man roamed th!!' earth, ' so it seems
quite natural that we should per.s ist in taking''it for granted. And,
furthermore, the next logical deduction would
to be ' that,
whether it be the jaw of an animal or the iron jaw of the lawnmower ,
one thing is certain "anyone can grow Turf." _

seem

., ' :

It is conceivable that a pure naturalist could consistently
stay with the above argum~nt but it is ge~erally agreed that for the
r~st of us· the bubble bursts at the sU.g~test attUipt to change. By
change is meant that i f we set O'/ot to alter or control our turf which
we must all do today to meet the demands .of the "game"/ we immediately, or I should say, simultaneously, climb on the merry-go-round of
fertilizers, irrigation, drainage, chemical controls, compaction,
aeration, etc., on to infinity. Green thumb& help, I'm sure, when
working in the soil, but if there were no other methods, the secrets
of success could well die with each generation.

, ..

.1

.

'

:

In 1927, a ·man named Prtfeaaer L'awr~nce S. Dickiaeml was aware
of the fact that a lftt of peftple ~ere striving to impTOVe their
turf and he set out to help thelll•. Thia coupl.~,4 . ~lt~: "the. ;singular
great impetus caused by the growth in popularity of golf in this
country, started a chain reaction involving the universities, in dustry, and acience. Great s~rides have been made but it is amazing
to see how c~plex this vast subject, ttf turf i.s when you begin to
get into .it.ff nature and observe. Aa. a matter ef fact, it is..,quite
bewildering · to think that some of ~ur finest minds have bee'n woritiog
tireleesly for many years and tn date have not come up with a sath··
factory defi!'-ition of the word "soil." I don't imply here that this
is either hU111orous ·. or asinine. I aay it to point out again how complex this field of study is. Admittedly, there are many areas we
know Uttl.e about; and there are other areas we thought we understood,
but then ,upon · the ,,results of some extensive field trial . or other we
have to step and start over,
If I seem to be looking for .,trouble, 1 ask that you withhold
judgment for the time being. That I hav.e a controversial nature,
I'm ready to admit to; and I'm sure my colleagues will attHt tft.
But I'm seriously looking for answers just as are the rest of the
students her• at the Winter Scho~l. The faculty ha1 provided u1
with all the answers available at present and they've told us . ~he .
direction toward others. .But above all elee, they have painted a
very clear picture of turf managoment as it should be and they've
gotten ··each .and every one ()f us thinking. To be sure, s~Dle of us
are aaying, 111 111 so confuHd, I don't know what to think"; ethers
feel so packed with information that a short tim~ . ftr digestiftn before
1tarting seems necessary; and fer the remainder •f us the grey matter
is at full throttle. In all casea, it's a healthy situation and Qly,
hat is off to the Schf1ol, the Dl&n in charge, Pr~fessor J~seph Trl'll,
and the wonderful staff .wh~ worked ao hard and coordinated •~ well
together that they ·were able to get all that informatien and pre1ent
it in just the right sequence in just the right measure, that by
March eighth when it was time fnr blasting-off, each one of us was
ready on ~ the ;first c.;unt-df'wn.

e·

One thing is sure, 'evety ' tlme :I hear abeut another rocket
launching, my thoughts will momentarily drift . back to Amherst and
I will be reminded nf this analogy. In spite of all the many intricate and delicate systems involved in the total make-up of that ir~P
bird, standing there majestically on its launching pad, its chances
of getting · off on trajectory and int9 orbit without running inttt
tr~uble are much better than, aay, it one of us was asked to lift
the concrete off that pad, . prepare instead a nice seedbed, e1Jtab!ff?~
forty planta ~f creeping b~nt to the equare inch, and in accorc:14nc~
with all the unnatural rules of tha : game of golf, maintain the gra~s
p~~-p.etually in healthy, tarifty condition at thr~#.ixt•~~th• of an
inch - that's tough - that's Turf!
~---------··------------

- .- ?.- ..

.

..·-

Turf Management Club News
This year the Turf Management Club enrolled its largest membership with a total of eighteen seniors and twenty-three freshmen.

President
Vice President
Secretary

Treasu~er

1

Pa,c; .0 'Cpnpor ·

·' .

James Gilligan
Wi 11 iam. ·Johnson

George . Thompson

.

Ted Hyland, our comnittee chairman, selected a fine group of
educational speakers for our meetings during the school year, with
most of them coming during the Eight Week Winter School :course
which was held from January l6 .through March 10.
·
. • Guest Speakers
September 27, 1961
··:
~11~ from the Spalding Company, Inc.
Topic: Famous Fairways & A Round with 'l>:aul Barney
November .I,

1~61

Topic:
November 8, 1961
Topic:

December 8 ,,. ,1961
..

j

•

•

: .~

:·

..,, . ; :

' rr

r!

Topic:

December 13, 1961
·.

~

.

Topic:

Mr. Henry J, Homan, Jr.
The Lake Sunapee Country 'club, lnc.
New London, New Hampshire
Raising Nursery Grass and Other Aspects of
Your Business
·
Mr. Lloyd Russell
The Magovern Company, Inc.
Springfield, Massachusetts
The Newest Advances in Turf Equipment and How
the Various Superintendents Are Cutting
Maintenance Operations
Dr. Paul Sartoretto
Head of Research
W. A. Cleary Corporation .
New Brunswick, New Jersey
Turf Fungicides ;

·1 ,: .-

Mr. Robert Duguid, Sales Manager
Roseman Mower Corporation
Evanston, Illinois
The History of Fairway Mowers
'{ ·

January 24, 1962
Topic:
February 7, 1962

.

~ ''

Topic:

Meet the Winter School
Films shown
Our National Parks and How to Predict Weather
Mr. Richard Mahoney
Alco OU and Chemical Corporation
Providen~. Rhode Island
The Use of Soil Set on ''t'he -Golf Course ·
- -3-

··

February 12, 1962

Topic:
: -.

~

'.

February. 14, 1962
'; I _.

Topic:
February 20, 1962

~

'

Mr. Lloyd Russell with Mr. H.L. Leer,
Mr • Thomas Sharp, Mr. Crabb , froll\i' 't he
American Lawn Turf Research Assoc:.
McMinnville, .. Oregon
.··r·
The Altra C-1 Kentucky, Bluegrass
Mr. Robert Wiley, Sales Manager
Aero-Thatch, . t~corporated
... , Rahway, New'. Jersey
Aero-thatching of Turfgrass Areas
,
Annual Banquet and Party
The Hatfield Club
Hatfield, Massachusetts

.

February 28, 1962
Topic:

Mr. Robert Moore, President
Aquatrols Corporation of America
Camden, New Jersey
Soil Wetting Agents

------------------------Education, Experience and Attitude
'r L -

Danny Quast

Which is best, education or experience? This is a question
debated among many people associated with turf main~enance. I
believe they beiong as· much together as gras.s and a go~f course.
Here are the reasons which lead me to believe this. Persons
with experience know what to do, what to use, and ,,hea to C:o it,
but do all of them know why they do what tl:ey tlo 1 HolN many 1':.now
what effect the nutrients in fertilizer have .::n p l!!r ts or what an
excess of the nutrient could do to damage the plc.n:: 'i :. r everyone
knew the answer to a few nwhys", they might save mouey o~ problems
in the future.

On the other hand, those with an education and no experience
can learn the right way to spray, adjust mcwe1s ~ to re ;:iai'.".' equip;..
ment, and run equipment through reading a book, but t:K;.J'2.:- i ence is
still needed for the practical applica~ion of this !•!'l 'JWl~oee. For
example, when a person is going to cut a green for t f: '.! first time,
he usually watches an experienced operator cut the green. It still
looks easy until the individual tries it himself. The first few
greens a man mows are apt to look like the little boy whose sister
gave hi~ .. a haircut, ,,a bit sloppy to say the least. I am sure this
has happened to all of us at one time, for we all ·had to learn this
one art by experience at · some time or other.
You also can't learn in a book the attitude a gocd superintendent has towards his course. To s.uch a person, it isn't a place
for work forty hours a week, but it is a life, twenty-four hours a
day, seven days a week, fifty-two weeks out of the year. And what
-4-
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'•

for? ' ·Not :just the ""°ney ,r wh.ic~ i~ben figured to the hour spe~·t "is~ ·"
very little, but . the.• goq~ feeling ~of a job well done. A compliment
from a member on the s}l~pe of ,the \.~·urse, always makes him feel hie
extra efforts were &PPt'ec:i;a:ted',... ,~WS: : to .b~ a~preciated is an ample
reward. He takes his work seriously, he attends all turf meetings,
turf confer.ence~r, :and ;,t~~s .:.he ~oe.s ,,n ot for a good time but for the
education to be· gained at ,th~s;e places., He reads literature and
keeps an open mind to sugges.ti,o,J;ts • . I just hope I can be a good
superintendent. I know if ·:~ :i ,,.~hieve thil a~tit,ude and :Willingness

·

to put myself out, for the course and its members. I will have achiev·
ed a goal which can never be found in' • book.
,

·. .

To sum it all -up, .the r~gh~ education, experience and attitude
equal a golf course and a superintendent that the members can be

proud of.

~-, ,,

. .;.::·
, •· • !
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A Blade of Grass
........... . ~'

~~::. :· _

...

. . . .. .

J. Brennan

William

President, 1962 Winter School
~) ~·

. ) ( :: : .'",

- . : : :.~ f .:

' '

ii,

.

'

Speaking for all of us we have received more than we had bargain•
ed for. The Eight Weeks Wintef,.,: SchooJ Turf Management Course has not
·~

been easy.
: .·· .

~.l ~.~

. ;. 'f
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The professors .of th' ,Vnive"t"sity 1 are a cr,edit .to th.eir profes•
sion. : Many of ·:the men i ,n,, this. course hav·e a great :deal of . experi·
ence in the fi e lds of landscaping and greenskeeping • .Although ex• .

perience is the -best teacher,
we have in the past

i~ ,.is
,eight·:;wee~s :-

never too . late to learn
.

~ore,

as

·' ' ·

One of the · greatest advantages of this course is that we have
a chance to get a better :view on how other . men. work their. golf CC)urses
and discuss ·any probl.~1118 ~h;a,t w.e 1,may be having trouble w.i th that sC)me·
one else may be able to solve easily.

·

The ·homes of men··-tn t.he 196i Cl~ss r~nge from Canada to Ohio.
They all know that. growing g~~as is an . interesting field in as much
as there is always a new, challenge.
'as ·well
the. ol~.. ch4llep.ges.
.
.
.
. :
In our field our ;~st'f rt~nd is a blade of g~~ss .i ,.. '.11 1'£ we take

as

,,

'

.

.

'

.

.

, j ..

.

care of a little blade ;.o f ..grass, it wi,11 a.lways take_ c.are of us.
!.

i

,. r

~ • " ·~:r;

,,

In cloa'ing, the ,Class,, of 1962 wo~ld .like to than~ all who made
it possible·:.f or us .t .O.· tak.~ .this cours~, .and will make it available
for others in tha future. ') r

.
: • t. l {:'

.'•

·1· l ) • ;
~

~

.'

~

-----------·---····-----h '
I

~

·.f !

'\
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SY:

TOM

SCANNELL

PROFESSOR LAWRENCE S. DICKINSON
"Each blade of grass on your Course is working for you. Consider it your
friend." said Professor Lawrence S. Dickinson who, though retired, is seen
here giving a brief lecture to the 1962 students.

=

PHOTO

THOMAS MASCARO -

BY:

KOLDY

BANQUET SPEAKER

Thomas Mascaro, President of the West Point Products Corp., is shown
here giving his excellent banquet talk at the Annual University of Massachusetts' Turf Conference. Mr. Mascara's topic was "Growing Turf Grass The
Hard Way." His collection of slides showed all the troubles that a person
working in the field of fine turf hopes never to encounter.

Planting Trees On The Golf .Cou_r se.. •

... ; ,,

·-;i; .. ;:' .

Timothy F. Buckley
Trees do have a place on the golf cou;rse especi.aqy , for,: ~heir
aesthet.i c value and the natura.l hazards ) th~y add to t .hf! goH,'. game .•...
Pi nu~, t.sµga, and other coni.f ers. may be ,;_u sed : ~s hedges, and wind- ,., .
~r:eak!il, · any; _tr~~ as: long as . it is .s uited to ;your locale may be used
to h,ide unsigp;t~y 1 ll)8intenance are~s •.
,,

.

~

j

..
'

; .

,

•

There a~~ t+~es that will grow . in ~very type soil without too
. much mainte.tiance. : . To find these trees first we must find the soq ~
type, pH, ~d the condition of _the soil (wet or dry). When you :. "·
have found . ,,these things out, then .make a preliminary seJection. . ..,
Study these trees to see which one wi:ll thri'?e ., well on , xour ~pµrse, .,
If the tree is hardy and suited to.your soil then maintenance will'
be held,; t~ , a minimum • .· On the.. other hand if your ~e :l~cti~J:l . ~$ -_ of a
tree that is t~~~er th~ mainte'n ance wil,l be great~r • .· ·
.

I

•

.:.

,. •

•

•

_;

• • • ":

p"

...

""I

:

••

••

1, f

•

•

-~ ~

'

•

l ;

••

·t r}!h.~n pl~n~~;tg ).'~U.! tpus~ . reQ,temJ:>er : to var~ , the sp~cies . of tre~S : 1 }
in .a p~rticular - . planting. By doing this you .may eliminate : ~onmle. t;~
?

loss of · ~ . pla~~ing : due to disea,se~r· si:P,:r;m or other envirome~t~l . '. d~ ~ ~
orders.
Your most successful plan~ings wtil be those you plan with
your greens committee and possibly a landscape architect. But, it
is your job as the superinten~~nt ..,. ~o :, ~el~ th~ , _idea to the club
members and directors. Show them how trees on the course would be
an asset to the golf game.
, .;.· , 1 , d c ; -·,:,i, c

.,., In concluding ; just; Jet me . rell)j.nd ..yQ1:1 to check the soil ~pr the
type, pH and condition • .. i' Sehct _, ~~e,t?s fhaf; ~pl be hardy in, .your 1 ,·,,
locale and thr:l,ve .under the . climatie conditions there. By doing , i
this you will have trees . that will ;"6e .an ,asset and not a . liability
to the golf course. ·
·

. Two-Way Radlq~, 1

·· ·. •"? ..

·.r ·:

--.; '·

· ·.

1

· :: :· .: ·:

, . Jame~ :- ~·! ,_.Reidy
. : ·,.

_. . .

' , 'H

·:

\

,, , :.. ··
.

.

· '"j ·

The standard forty hour week, the continuous increa,s es in ; :. ,...
hourly wages, the fifteen or twenty minute coffee-breaks, and the
few choice hours available daily for golf .cours.e m8t\nt~. p~~c;e,,: . :make
the element of time a very influencial fMtor in a~y, ,job or project
undertaken by the .superintendent and his :crew.

'

On a standard eighteen ho.le.a there may be four, five or even
more different tasks b~il'.lg per.f ormed at any given momen~, on, just;
as many ...locations througt\oi.it .this cou.rs~·.• · A superint,ende,nt ~ · .ill, , ; . .
order tci keep in conta~_t· with his - ~~'.n, has c;o spend .a , con~.iderab~e .,.
amount of his time moving from o'n e' place to' another' giving' necessary
.and answe.rJ.ng,
any quest;,ions
• . ,Als.o , .i (
:a :Jnan . ;runs
. instructions
.
. '
. ··. .
- .. .
"
.,.;··
'

-8-
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·

into a problem that has to be $blved itttiriediately, hluch m6te time
:. may . be. lost just tracki.ng down the superintendettt thah is spent
•·1f: in ~91yJng the· pr01?J~m.
....
. •'

''. , ."'•

time spent iri travel to answer questiOns in one week by
the superintendent could when totaled add up to more .than f.ive man
hours, this does· not include all the time lost by . employeeEL looking
for him. Obviously there is a loss of money· here,, but t;l;le monetary
· :val,µe is. a trifle as compared to the value of that time , if).t had
been spent in groomi·1g, watering, fertilizing during crucial hours.
A few of the things that could have been done 'f:f you had a two-way
radio: you might have saved your sixth green, given your fairways
a more pleasing appearance, or drawn a compliment from a member
or the greens committee. Thus this is time that could some day
get you a raise or save your job.
The

; ."•

Two-way radios today are no longer j~st military weapons or
luxury and a big expense, but economical devices which are
starting tcf appear on major golf cour$es . throughout the country.
Their appearance is being .initiated by owners ·and superintendents ·
who realize their potential and .the fact that they do cut time loss,
inconvenience, and decrease the number of small but important jobs
left undone •
s_he~t;,.

.t:

Greens Mowing Procedure
'

.

~

,

~

~udo.lp~ . Westner

,_,
,.: ,.

-

..

The mowing of greens is a necessit)' on a' golf course. Though
this looks simple it can be a fairly complicated process if a good
job is to be obtained. The choice of mower and height of cut should
be poled and all ball marks should be repaired.
Poling bef~re cutting though not always done is very important.
First it removes the dew which can hamper cutting tremendously.
Dew can make the mower drop clippings on the green which will result in a very sloppy job. Second, poling stands up the grass and
aJ}ows a much smoother cut~ Poling also removes worm casts and
otheF objects whichtpay damage the cutting blades of the mower •
.Coi~s, pebbles., < spik~s, aiid twigs' can nick a blade very easily
resulting in uneven cutting•
·

...
'.

'l ~ -.: .....

•

..

Jr

Ballmarks are another thing that must be repaired. This can
be done very easily by using a screwdriver, knife, or other instrumen.t;:,, <?f thiS type. The. hallmark is pulled back to its · original
po~'4tfon·very 1c&refully.· If these are not repaired befo~e mowing
~~jn~~~r can scalp the tops of them and this will make the green
lppl.$ y,ery' bad. ; Besi9e appearance, it can effect the putting of the
golf'et~ .''Which is of prime importance on a golf course. Checking
your gre'.Eiris >before you mow can prove to be ·very beneficial.
The height of ;.cut varies with the. type of grass, weather con-

-9-

ditions, and the condition of the green. During hot weather, the
grass should be cut somewhat higher. This will give the grass
.
added strength both above and ' be'fow the surface. · A good year round
height is three-sixteenths of an inch. Frequency of cut depends
upon the rate.of growth andtype'of· surface wanted. Greens should
be cut at least threetimes ·a ·weekor if possiqle every day to give
a smooth even turf. A gte~n ' ~hou1c1' never be cut the same way twice
in:sucession because this will make' a green grainy and will no\ produce a smooth surface. Slick; ·· fast greens are associated with daily
mowing while slow greens are common when mowing is done every other
;·

day·~

'. ·'

. :·The following is
. ;,

a good

procedure to foll~w · for mowing greens •

' '

' i.:· ' Check and adjust greens ' mowet,' c~ecking the ·~~ene's's. of :b:ut

·· '

by ·using a piece of paper.·

·

· ·
'• '

·

':

2.

Pole the green before cutting.

3.

Repair all b'al lma.rks.

4.

Cut the green using a steady speed.

5.

Pole after cutting, ff necessary to 'iemove clippings which
may have '. dropped. · ·." ,..

n

. .,

··'

;

6.

~

.

Trim around the edges of the cup, this gives the cup a
sharp looking appearance.

-----~------~~-----Watering And .Topdressing As· Related To
Poa Annua Infestations
Extracted from a paper on Poa annua written by Douglas T. Hawes
Watering .of: As early as 1937 it was noticed that artif:h!ial watering seemed to favor the invasion of Poa annua. In
1942 Poa annua infestations in fairways were found to be di~
rectly related to over watering, this is just as true today. Where
heavy watering and low height of cut are found on fairways, annual
bluegrass is often the dominate grass and as such the fairways must
be constantly watered to keep the bluegrass growing during the hot
su!Illller months.
From Sprague and Burton's famous paper on Poa annua we get
this information. Soils kept at · 30% of the water-holding capacity. produced very little growth of Poa ai:mua~ those kept at 40%
supported" fair growth, and those at 50 to 60% permitte'd ·maximum ,.
growth. Soils at 70 and 80% of water-holding capacity permitted
fair to poor growth. The water-holding capacity of the soil decreased as the experiment progressed, because the watering caused
compaction of the soil and reduction of pore space. The soil kept
at 80% finally became so compact that water stood in the pots con~· . J

; .f ' .

' ; '.

-10- .
'l

tinuously.

Despite this fact·, Po.a annua made some growth.

To keep annual bluegrass alive during the summer months, one
superintendent had little troub.le where he used 55 degree water
from a deep well. My own observations are similiar in that· the
cooler the water used for green watering the longer the Poa will
persist. This also suggests a way of getting rid of unwanted Poa.
One has only to devise some method of warming the water that one
uses, and Poa annua might very well die out with a couple of hot
mid-summer waterings. Whethe:r temperature .or lack of oxygen is the
controlling factor in such case, I do not know but suppose that it
is one or the other. I have seen a response from Poa annua .in: a
warm green house to applications of snow brought in . from outside
_
and would think that this would be a response to colling not oxygen.
Most superintendents, in order to keep Poa annua alive through
the summer, use frequent afternoon syringing during hot days.
Here again, it would be interesting to know whether it is the
cooling or the added oxygen in these light waterings that keeps the
plant healthy.
'

A Denv~r superintendent has found that watering in t~e winter,
so as to keep the top roots well frozen, is an aid in keeping Poa
annua, One would suppose that this area has drying wint~r winds
with Httle snow cover.
Topdressing of: Formerly one was advised to examine topdressing before applying by putting a flat full of topdressing outside and watering it to see what would germinate. With present
methods of sterilizing topdressing this isn't perhaps as important today but one should be careful by making sure not to use Poa
containing soil for green construction or topdressing if one wishes
to avoid this "weed".
.,
Here are a couple of conflicting theories relating topdressing
to Poa annua infestations; both theories are presented by the same

.man, In order to observe the effect of topdressing, he applied one
inch of arsenic-free .soil over an arsenic treated layer. The Poa
annua readily established a root system throughout the upper inch;
th plant secured sufficient phosphorus from this top layer and the
lower arsenic containing soil was of little e.f fect. Conversely,
when he put arsenic-free soil below arsenic treated soil, the Poa
annua soon after germination, . absorbed sufficient arsenic that for
an extended time the plants remained very weak. However, they
gradually established a root iystefil into the arsenic-free soil,
then after a delay grew normally. The location relationship points
out why Poa annua may have become worse on greens where recent topdressings were not accompanied by lead arsenate applications.
The other theory is that as less topdressing is now being used
in present maintenance practices, Poa annua seeds have not been
buried where they would be unable to germinate but instead. lie
right on the surface and are easily able to germinate when ideal
weather conditions are obtained. Combining both of these theories
we are made to realize that while topdressing may bury some seeds,
arsenic free topdressing makes an excellent seedbed for incoming
seeds.

- '"
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Review Of Seasons Pests
Joseph Troll

University Of Massachusetts
.

: ". u 1' '

..

·.:lbe ·tbr~e most prevelant prbblems caused by pests occuring
on turf in our area last year were: Snow Mold, Crabgrass and

the disease caused by the fungi complex,

Helmin.t~~sporium-Curvu

laria. Also, I like t.o take a fur1:h..er · l0<>k' at: a"problem that is
realized, nema·todes ass:ociated w:f,t;h turf.
'

t

•

.(~ ·<:

'

If you recall the winter of 1960-61, Massachusetts and most
of New England were hit by heavy snQ:wfa·l l and cfo!d ..weather. As
with .all ·fungi caused diseases, the ·snow mold organism must have
a host and a proper environment · (temperature and moisture) to incite the disease. The moisture need not come· fr0m snow; it can be
provided. by w~nter ' rains .a s well aesnow.
. .~
0

..

.. ,......, ..

There are two · types ·~f Sno~ Mold- ·found infecting grass in the
northern states, one knowu as piuk snow mold and th~ 0th.e r as gray.
I have yet to see the pink mold 'iin Massachusetts _but we are bothered by either· of the two speci~s of gray.
' \ ·

.

.

The fungus lies dormant in turf or in surface>sotf as sclero,, .. tium bodies .1or as seeds, In mycological terms they are called
· ,. ·spores. When temperatures fall bel(ween 40° to ·60° F. and especially when the seed is covere.d· by snow, ·' they germinate. The snow
aids. ger.minlft·ion ' by reduciJig the Jight_, , creating high humidity and
·favorable .t~peratures. ~· ·
, '.',(
.:-;>'-"
~

•

~,:,

" \

, I·

The s.eed· produces a white to gray-black threads (mycelium)
which infect the grass. Most speci~s of grass ar~ susceptible to
thie,. . ~i:s~as'e-t however, \ s ome ar.e· more t tolerant than others.
To help
to pre~e!lt .and to reduce the incidence of snow mold, .it. ,is advisable to harden off the turf in the .fal-1. · Do not feed· exc'essive ·
amounts o.f ni.t rogen in the fall; avoid succulent grass. ,_ Make certain the turfed areas are well drained and avoid pockets where
water wilhcoll'ect • .·Do not let your • grass get straggly but keep
mowing until it goes dormant. An abundance of dormant top-growth

retains moisture and provides excellent· conditions for fungus infection. Also, do not leave debris such as tree leaves on the
grass in the · late fall; it retains rnoistur.e ·nec'e ssary for fungus
growth. .
·
Chemically the applications of mercury or thiuram containing
fungicides .prior to the first snow-fall and again after the first
thaw, will help in preventing the disease.
The second pest, again found in considerable amounts infesting
turf areas, was the pernnial peat crabgrass. In 1961 crabsrass
did not come on as quickly as the year before. The spring weather
was cool but it made up for this late start in June and July.

A·l

. '..I

For the last several years we have been testing pre-emergen.c~
crabgrass contr.o l chemical.$. as . w~ll as post-emergence chemicals.
Our pre-em'e rgencr ct,~8r:•·~s ~.Qn1~fpl tests were cqnducted~! on_. P~pts
which containe~ a h~~vy ' ~·~festa~i,,9n _o,f, crabgrass ,t.~e · ·pr!!vip,1!_ls ·year •
. . 'l'tle permanent ' · grass~~ L in rt:hese . J?lP~s.' consist;ed. mai1,1ly:'O~' :~J,~~ ~,
; . ', ~l"8SSeS, :,,int~:r;'~~~ed .'With ' a Sman ;/~~0U'1t Of bent and ·f_e9~~. e1 r; T~i•
.

·

,- .

, '

.

·1:1 nj

I

.

'

· Excellent control of crabgra1,1~ ~¥88 o.bt~ined by Dacthal (Rid),
Zytx:on (both dry and · emulsionf~rms) and .from . the higher rates of
diphenitri1~

.~ M

· : ..... fost-emerg~nt chemical:S·· (PMA, :~' -· ~~d -P~) g~v~ .,;~~d control
. when ~p.plied .to ::the 2-leaf· stage· of. ·~·rabgrass; ;~nd. with ,rep,e ated
•· .}:ippl~cat'~on~.·
"'
. ·. ,,f-,.L;· 1 ~,:!;-· ;,: ~ ,_,fi·J .":.1._,,.,.:· · .
:.: 1
.1<,
• ' • • ' ·' .
(
: ,.. .. ·:
A se~ond t est w_a s run to determine the toxicit;y · of pre ...e~~r
1
gence crabgras's killers to basic grasses • .,,. Dacthal (Rid);7 Zytron
and . tri :calcium arsenate injured the : bents an,d fes~\Je.•. ., .l{owever, the injuries and discoloration did not last,.'. "' . '
~

~" ~ ·~

{<i:tY)

. i 'J

l

:,,_···1•

· • r t:,

.

1

At .. the end _of July and especially in ,August when our weather
became warm and Jiumid, an increased number of ,,d iseased turf plugs
. . were . ~e. nt Jo .u·s -·:(9r diagnoses:i;·~ Mic.~oscopic - ~xamination ehowe_c,i that
· . 'most .'of , the plugs· were infeotec( with ' dis.~ase known as ~ Melting .Qµt
. . •,~.1 and/.or Fading Out. ": · The causal · · orga~isms . found •infecting, . the turf
·· were either Helminthosporium or Curvularia or both. Both fungi
can damage turf when the weather _is warm and .humid.•! -i·However,
Curv.ular.ia .is often considered a secondary organism · coming in
.., ' after -t he . turf . h~s been injured. 9y . some pt her causa.1 ; agent. On the
other hand Curvularia can·:i.be · the primary·: infecting agent ·and can
severely attack ·turf especially if .rthe grass ,.;is weakened by heavy
play or poor management pr.cUce. :. - - ·
" ' #.

~

\ :

.

.. .

There appears to be ·some colifusion in the area of chemical
control of Hel~inthosporium·Curvularia . cpmplex. - Mercury~c.ontaining
materiats, ,. the_ ~rqad spectrums and the antibiotic chemicals ~:t;;e..
supposed
to control'' this
disease.
.. ,. ,. ,,., ..
'
... . '!· ,:-.. ··,.-t· :·.· ;: _·'
'
:-; : · • .; _• ..... :..
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Th_
Ei p~'st ·season MJft~achus'ett~~:-:~uperint;~n.4ents reported va~:ied

res~lts with the '~~re-men~,ioned ,-t¥;rig~~-~d~!3~ ,Succe,~.sful; che~ical
control, w~,s ol?,t,~J.~~.d ~}{ . spfl~:. ~ ,.-!otlj~:r~ . :r~J?~~~.~d no control. < . F~.ilu~e
to apply fu11gi·c;:,i.,de~ . it! [~ime cou.ld e_xp~at~ t.l1l~l . lack' ·o f contrqt of
these organisms.- H'.owever, we have -b een , A~~·~~sting the addition of
iron sulphate ·to whatever you have been using. In the ; future if
you have a severe attack, you might wan~. to, .try one ·of-· the · newer
products, Dyrene~· ·
. ' ,, · >"-.
.
"' ·
·
. ..:,
_.,. ' . ': ; .
;' .
' 1.'> ' ,,_-,·,;:.")::. f , ; , , '.. ,, : · ..
'•
;~ : , ; , :. We had ~~. numper of ·t.ur~. sampJes_ ~{~~ ·,iJ,'l :~~r nema~od~ -- · ~i.a.~?oses.
, , I~ , ·:is. one of. t~~\ tur.f p~st.s that, ne:~P~ (µrtbel' ·1 ~nve~tiga,F~o~. , ,

1::::" ·.
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· ~· · · OVer the" ye.a rs that I have bee1l 1 ~~~i~~ng;, Jnjured turfr J. o,b-

served, especially in grass 'pfogs infected with the fungus Fusarium, heavy infestations of nematodes. Because the two organisms
. ~ere. often found together~ it was . .eonsi.dered that th.ere might be a
'

' .i

.i

. J':.
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: ; _'
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sy9er$istic relationship betweeh fungus and nematode. That is,
wnEHl
both were
the
. . . ' \ ·:
. . , present, they aldeq . each oth~r
. . . and. increased
·.
.
i~JufY•
..
. .. ,
.. .
.'

.·

'. .: ; Such a tAse bf sybetgism between fun~u~ and. nematode was demonstr;i\:_e_ti by Mcl<een and Mountain on eggplant wi~t. · · They found that
.at lb~ - ~-fid · irltermed:i.ate levels of fungus inoculilin, i:h£Fne01atode
1 · .illcr~_a$ed wilt and that i t could be a function of the number .of
· -~,, ~mat~6~s":·' present. At high .lev~ls of fungus inoculum, larger numbers of 'neniatodes occurred in the roots. The nematode ·alone had
no adverse effect on the ~ggplant roots.
'
.. ,
:.· ! '
..
: . .· ....)~Qwe~~r, this was not .the case i~ our findings. Some 25 fungu·s
infected and fungus free turf plugs, taken from golf greens and home
lawns, did not appear to show this relationship 'between the fungus
. · J!Od ~he nematodes. Most of the plugs had a light to heavy infests" t:f,.~n of, ; known pathogenic nematodes but the fungus was not always
, 1.. pres~nt. · In further tests;. ,pots of ~urf were inoculated with
Fusadilm, other pots were .inoculated with both the fungus and nematodes and a third set of pets -with , r,ie~atodes. ;, Ali · pots of tu+f
. ,: appeared healthy, particularly those inoculated with both organisms.
·More work w:i.th nematodes is .. i>:l~~ned •
;

1

.· . " ' P~t~aps ' as a comfort1.:n_g; :•'~'~ .~~~en~ most _of you ate aware that
there· are 'a 'n\imber of adequ,ate .fµngicides available for the control ·of' foliar diseases •. : :~lso r.e~~arch iS · being conducted on the
injection of fungicides .i~t,o · th~ th~tcp and 'root zone where many of
tbe fungi are harbored. ·
·
'~:
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More new golf courses w.e-:i::~ .opened,: for play in the Unit.ed
. , States in 1961 than in any previous year in history. With · the
opening '"of 323 new standa.rq.. '. co~rses and additions during 1961
;i·r~_ (pre'rid~~ ·'high was 225 i~: l960), th.e n_atfo'n's· t<it'al regulation
., golf '·fi'l'ayfflg faciliti,es has. reached an all time high of more than
. .6iod: :· 1Iiis does not i~clude par-3 'type cours·es. During 1961
· eighty.;ifax new par-3 1 $ opened for business, bringi ng the nation's
total in this category ,to 409. qol~ fac:i'I~itte:s· '~ fn 1·play at the end
of 196f (standard .and pc;lr-3' s) t 0 talEfd o;}~f 6600;::
1

I

•

. .

;

:

Leading States With New Courses
· ' ··;Another 369 standl!,rd. cb~x~es ~.nd 70 par-'3 1 s were under construction at the end of 1961. California led' the · fireid with new
.couts~ ::iep-enings in 1961 ~. with 31.. California also led the list
·' .. , ''witlf~durses under construction ":" ·with 36. The t~n Uading states
'' ·· , ·in : go lf ~ course development in °J?6 l Gtiar-3 courses not. i:;i 'nc;luded)
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were: California -31 new courses; Florida 22; Ohio 18; Pennsylvani• 17; Texas and Virginia each "15; · New York 14; North Caro Una .
lZ; Ariuna and South Carolina each · 11; Massachus~t'ts' 10 'anl
· ·
. . r.... .
'.: .. '
ColQrado 9.
. The ten leading states with cour~es now under construction
(par-3's again excluded) are: California with 36; New York 34;
Florida 30; Pennsylvania 29; Texas 21; Ohio 20; North Carolina 19;
Massachusetts 15; Michigan 14; South Carolina 13.
Of the 323 new standard courses and additions opened in 1961 146 were private membership operations; 114 were semi-private (privat~l-y, .()wned but open to the public on a daily ' fee bash); an(f 3fi • -1 '.
were municipal. The remaining 26 were in various categotie's · such as
military, industrial or institutional. Of the 86 new par:.3 1 8 open•((
in 1961, sixty-nine were semi-private; seven were municipal; ten
'.'
were private.
~
·!

·' '"\ · r

f • .~

5 Year Grpwth Comparisons
. A comparison of regulation golf course development for the
yeart:J.: 1-956 and 1961 reveals the following: private clubs had an . · .1
overall · increase of 15 .si. There were 1500 9-hole private courses · · ·
in 1956 and 1301 18-hole (or larger) faciliti-es,. Total in 1956- 28df.
In September of 1961 there were 1653 9-hole private links and 1584
18.,.hole (or larger) layouts or a total of 3237 private golf clubs.
Semi-private operations increased from 1692 in 1956 to 2079 in
1961 -an increase of 22 .81o. In the eemi-private category there were
1422 9-hole courses and 657 18-hole (or larger) operations in 1961.
The .overall increase i~ regulation golf course development during
th~ '.U'v.e .year period (1956-61) was 15 .4%.
'
.:·
. . . ..

During the five year period(l956-1961) golfers increased over
23%. The greatest ·gain was in· women golfers -over 36%. There ' was
.. .
also over a 20% gain in men golfers and more than 15% more junior
golfers (boys and girls under 18 years of age). It is estimated that
there are now about 5,000,000 golfers who play at least fifteen rounds
each season; probably another l,000,000 that play fewer rounds annually.
· J\®uti 87.,562 ,000 rounds of golf were played in/ 196t. Thi~' i :s
an inc.rease Of J3.2% OVer the 65 ', 700,000 rounds eel:imhh-d ' tO baV~ i ··Y·
been played in 1956. Golf courses increased 15 .4% during the fiV~:
year period (1956061) while golf players increased over 23%.
0

Investment in Golf
n'. C"1lJ~~~ive estimates of the present real value of golf faoili~
.ties in existence today place the national total at $1:556,000,000.
This includes land, golf courses, driving ranges, watering systems,
maintenance equipment, clubhouses and maintenance buildings, swimming
pools and other recreational facilities operated by country clubs.
Over 630,000 acres are used for golfing facilities throughout the
nation. While nine and eighteen hole standard golf courses vary

wi~ely

in acreage du~ to in,di.vid:t1;al desist\. - ,o f.ten · t~ul~ -~~d :b.Y;,,the
amoun1t.1 of property availab.l e and by the type of terrain i1"'olve~ . 9...;lio'le golf <:curses 'a verage 61 acres in total area; 18-_qfi-le couu_ses
average 143 acres.
0 I°!' '•·:., ,..

Over $310,000,000 is spent annually on maintenance mar,eJrials
anctli:abor', · new construction and' remodeling," ·professfona.i Sj?'l}vJ.ces
and: play·e r· merchandise direc-t'ly traceable to · golf. $'13a~-Oo,<i,pQO is
spent· annually to maintain the nation's golf courses and ,.grounds.
Another $53,000,000 is spent annually on new golf' courses and clubhouse construction at the present rate of golf c~:urse d~velopment.
Merchandi~e;; sold to '· golfers by the ~~tion' s pro . ,!f'hq~~ is estimated
to be · .• At~und $76,000,000 a year . . '
·
; ( ~- ,

•. S. j ,,

Future Need for Golfing Facilities
·,

t•· ,
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'

,,. ·It is quite evident that thete will never by enough golf courses
to satisfy the ever growing demand. We now have about one 18-hole
golf course for every 28,000 population. An acceptable criterion is
one for every 20,000. ''To put it' another way- there are some six
million golfers in the U.S. - averages about one, cq,u~se, . to every 950
golfers. If all 950 came to one course at the sa~e time to play,
the "last man would have about a 40-hour wait.
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···. · Studies now be·ing made indicate that by the ye~~' 2P.P~O. : . }'le may
need at least five -and maybe ten •times the number .~f ~f ~c;ourses
we have in the country today. Should it be determined that we will
five times aa many golf courses by the year 2000 as we have . today means we must have an average of 600.. new golf cour:ses built annually •
.. This·· may well be on the conservative side as there:
are now six ti.
mes
..., r. "
..
as many golf links in the nation as there were fi{i:y years ago. !,he
greatest number of standard courses that has eve'i ."come into . being , in
one year - to date - was the 247 tha~ opened for piay in 1961.
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Inflated land values, high taxes and increased c~nstr~ct·~ion : ' ·
costs have held in check a ' more 'rapid rate of golf cours·~ development. Golf faces a real challenge. The very problem ofavailability
of sufficient open space land for a golf course is beco~ing a major
one in many heavily populated areas. To assure that . there will be
ample golf playing facilities in the future, planning must begin now
or necessary space will not be obtainable.
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National Golf Foundation

-

Groups planning new golf facilities may find the National Golf
Foundation (804 Merchandise Mart, Chicago, Ill.) helpful. It is a
non-profit organization founded 'in 1936 by the major manufacturers
of golf playing equipment. Its purpose: to. broaden .oppo,r.,t '1nlties for
1
a'l 1 Amer't'Cans to play golf.
.: :\,

· How does it accomplish its purpose? By assisting '. i~ the develop·.•ment of more golf facilities and the promotion of golf. ac~ivities- of
all types wherever needed. It gathers and evaluate.• , information in
a11··areas of golf from every possible source and ~}tes th.is information
'-; .

available to anyone desiring it. The Foundation's prime objective
at present is to encourage and assist new golf course development.
In addition to providing numerous planning publications and
information leaflets, tae Foundation maintains a limited field
service consultants staff. In my capacity as Director of the Eastern Region (territory Maine to Florida), I met with about 300
planning groups in 1961 to give assistance in overall organizational,
operational and mainteaance problems. This entailed some 30,000
miles of travel.
Some Recent Trends
Among .the recent trends noted during my travels for the Found- ..
ation are: Some local city governments have purchased private golf
clubs and converted them to community recreation centers which include golf. Public golf links are becoming more prevalent in county
and state park systems.
Somewhat easier-playing courses are being constructed. Courses
are built more for the enjoyment of the average golfer rather than
the golf professi,cm~.l • .·. Many courses have fewer hazards in order to
increase the flow of traffic on busy week~nds. Greens are larger~
7000 square feet instead of the old 4000-foot green. Courses . now .
ar~ usually built for 400 rather than 200 members.
More 27-hole courses •rather than the usual 18 - are being
The extra 9 is not too costly when added to a new project.
This provides a facility for women and juniors while father and his
friends play the tougher 18 holes. The extra 9 ,is often a .par-3 .
and might possibly be built for an additional $50,000 where the original 18 might cost $200,000 or more.
bu~lt.

Golf cour~e·real ei;tate developments continue to be pop\.llar.
During 1961 40% of all new private country club proje~ts were built 'f'
.in conjunction with real estate ventures • . Eighteen per cent of all. ,
new courses opened in 1961 were tied in with housing developments.
~~ semi-private courses (privately owned but open to the public
on a daily fee basis) are coming into being • . This type has had the
greatest growth - doubled in number during the past . ten years.

Federal funds are becoming more readily available for golf course
construction. The Small Business Administ{ation reveals some request~
for loans for course construction are being approved. Any profit
motive golf venture may make application for such loan. States,
counties and cities, too, may make application for loans through
local development corporations they may establish for the purpose
of raising employment or improving the economic development of a
community. The ac.c or:pUshment of the goal~ of such development
corporations includes the construction of golf facilities.
Small Business Investment Corporations organized for the purpose
of financing golf projects are also coming into being. The Housing
6-A

and Home Finance Agency looks with special favor on projects involving
senior citizens hoµsing. Golf courses are a possibility here . . And
even federal···gtants "are a· possibility for financing municipal golf
ventq.r es ~~& ·iMadhon, Wisconsin, is the first city to receive federal
grant funds to be used for the construction of a golf course. Plans
call :for a·i3'6 •hole course with the grant providing $100,000 or one•
third :0£ •thEi cost. The grant is part of the federal urban renewal
p.i::ogr.am :to preserve and protect cities against decay and improper
1

develop-m erit.
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Golf centers which usually include a par-3 cou·r se (often ltght.ec..',
a lighted driving range and miniature layout continue to 'grow in popularity. The trend seems to be toward the longer type par-3 -with an
average length of around 1400 yards for nine holes.
Why is Gplf So Popular?

Why is golf becoming such a · popular game? There are many
theories, among them: private clubs have become "family recreation
centers"; swimming pools have drawn every member of the family to
the club - the natural thing is to want to try the golf course. next.
Major golf tournaments and ·gblf television programs have an in•
fluencing effect. People become "interested in watching the game,
then cannot wait until they try it.
The greatest increase in golfers in the past five years has been
among women -an increase of 36%. Likewise there is an incre~sing
junior golf population. More women and junior golfers are largely
the factors that keep go 1 f courses busy on weekdays • Many more . .
schools and colleges are adding '. golf to their physical education .pro•l
grams.
".

Many older people are taking up the game of golf, thanks to the
powered golf car. They are finding golf is a game they can play at
a time in life when they have to give up most other sports.
With a higher standard of living and increased earning power • .
golf is now within the financial reach of many more persons. Proof
is that golf rushes during the week begin mainly at 4:00 P.M. when
offices and factories close. It can now be said that golf has :· swung_
from a game of the idle rich to a healthy recreation for wage earne:r.~.
Popularity and the growing enthusiasm for the par-3 is influ. encing many folks to take up golf. The aborter courses tend· t~ . .
, equalize competition in the ·game between the weak and the ., strong
and
.
the young and the old.
•' '( '

Without any doubt - th~ greatest participating sport in the
United States is golf - "The Game of a Lifetime" which can be en•
joyed as a spec.tator or played by those of any age.
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Breeding and Selection of Turfgrasses
B.R. Anderson
Augusta Country Club
·.· !mp~ovement of turfgrasses through breeding and selection has
lagged behind the rest -.of our field, such as understanding of soil_root relationships, development and use of fertilizers, or developof machinery for turf management. Rather than be due to neglect by
turf research men, it is more a matter of being a tough nut to crack,
an area where our ignorance is greater and where methods of attack
are lacking or poorly defined. Grass improvement in the sense we
are talking about means improvement in the nature of grass itself
rather than improvement in our handling of it. In turf work we tend
not to think of grass this way, instead accepting grass for what it
is and devoting our attention to good management of it. To orient
our thinking about grass in a more qualitative way, let us consider
a brief summary of the whole grass family, working toward turfgrasses
and our problems concerning their improveme~t.
Compared with most others, the grass family is rather modern and
progressive. Grasses have given up building huge perennial super. s~ructures . (tree .trunks) and become herbaceous, escaping cold and
. dry periods to which. our climate is now subject. They have - shortened
their life cycles, many becoming annuals, further escaping cold and
dry periods. They have given up insect pollination and developed
very light pollen that is carried easily for long distances. Similarly, seed is often small and attached with feathery structures
that help carry seed aloft and increase spread. Grass plants have
the most efficient metabolism for food making, using four times the
pla~t ' kingdom average of light energy absorbed in this process. Some
grasses make the most food, considering the ratio of stored food to
dry weight of the plant itself. The cereal crop plants yield the
.;most per unit area of ground with rice befog the leader.
The earth history of grasses is relatively recent dating back
essentially to the Miocene period, from 10-25 million years ago. We
have not so much fossil evidence of grass as the bones of animals
with teeth modified for grazing grass. During this period climate
was moderate with dry sunmers, and mountain ranges were few and low
so that the land was covered with vast prairies. It was into this
setting that grass developed and spread over most of the earth,
accompanied by a subsequent explosive development of mammal forms,
which reached its peak then, later suffering .decline during glacial
pe~.io~.s. . Only central Africa today recalls this former perio.d on
ea~th (see Life, series on the world '(oJe live in ', part 6, ' October 19,1953) .
In a ve.r y real sense the rise of grasses was necessary for the
,.rise of mankind itself' our large populations dependent directly
upon cereal grasses. In fact civilization goes hand in hand with
the development of agriculture, sometimes so intimately that the
story of one is the story of the other, as with American Indians
and corn.
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Perhaps then, it can be seen that the grass family h ' the most
successful one, and that even today with conditions more favorable
for forest cover over much of the earth, . gra~~ covers more surface
than do representatives of any other family ·. '' It is a dynamic one
causin$, botanists dffficult·i es in study and classification and in
no less. . . 1iense
problems in development of
breeding methoda'r
for,
im-r ,· ..
\,
.• :
·. '
.
•
provement. ·
·' ···
.
·· ,. · ' .· ... ·
In· coming closer to home, or getting from thousands of species
to those fe\.!. forming "turfgrasses, . it is largely a matter of mowing
which creates an environment in which most grasses cannot live.
Dawson (Practical Lawn ··Craft) neai;ly points out that the concept and .
development of turf ·areas .covered with turfgrasses did not occur
until we learned to mow grass. Recall also Geoff Cornish's talk
last year on the history of golf showing that the earliest turf made
of turfgraseee occurred on golf courses mowed by controlled grazing
of sheep.
As further background for our discussion of grass improvement,
let us c.onsider the following terms.
.....
·

BOTANY ·· · .;.

. .

GENETICS

"

;

'. '

BREEDING
SELECTION
BOt~ny is the science of plant life. ·· It. is the record of measurement, description and classification of ·any phenomena relating to
plants. · It is pure knowledge e:tt.tsting for it's· own sake without in· ,
tended relation to. practical ·.-usage • . While we might not admire or
respect such aloof philosophic values, we must recongize that advances
in practical affairs derive heavily from pure knowledge. ·

Genetics is a special branch of botany {or all of biology) that
deals ~ith inheritance and transmission of inheritance in plants.
With ..r.~~·E~·ct. to ourselves, all , of us. ~re aware t~at we inherit characteristics 'from our puents,. ,sµch. .as. body siz,e ·and build,. facial .
fea(ure.s or personality· traits .. . Ge.n etics ·c·ame1 'fntO: being about, 190P
when some general laws , governing . inheritance· were disc~vered. This .;
was one of those instances when a lot of miscellaneous facts were ·
gathered into close relationship~ maki,nga breakthrough in our understand:1ng of inheritance • •The impact of genetics on plant breeding
was . enopnoua ~ the two ·fields · go,ing togeth.er. :·~ot· a time while .the
, fundamenta1 work was developed. In addit.ic>'n. tc,. d~veloping better
methods for improving crop plants, plant ~reeders developed the
science of statistics to help solve their problems.
, Breeding ts· the program of the. breeder to attempt to find imof plant& '.'iw ith :wbic;h .he is working :: · The cornerstone
of breeding is . sexual ,reproduction • . By this we ~an' the formatiOl\·
of new individuals by the fusion of two specialized cells and their
nuclei, pollen and egg cells in plants and sperm and egg cells in
animals. One of the most important things about sexual reproduction
is that the inheritance of new individuals is different from that of
Pl'OV:~4 ~ype·s
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their parents and from other individuals. A satisfactory proof
of this cardinal principle is lengthy and beyond ' the scope O·f this
discussion. As a teaser let us imagine two fresh decks of cards;
one rept·esents the hereditary characters · of the father and the other
those of the mother. In sexual reproduction the decks are shuffled;
half the cards . drawn from each deck and put together to form a new . •:
deck of. 52 cards representing the hereditary characters of the offspring • . It is readily apparent that this deck will not be like
'··
those we started with. By continuing the odds are billions to one
that we would ever come up with two decks exactly alike. Therefore,
while children resemble their parents, the process of sexual reproduction make them different as well. In summary, every individual
formed from sexual reproduction is unique, his inheritance is unique, .
and it overwhelmingly probable that he differs from all other such
individuals that have ever existed, exist now, or will exist in the
future. It is this fundamental fact that a plant breeder exploits
in orde.~. to find new superior types. By controlling the crossing
he is often able to improve upon natural breeding and go beyond its
limits in his search for new types.
Sele~!!2!!, is the picking out of superior promising types for
testing to see if they are superior under various conditions and in . ~ .
different localities. This is the most important, expensive and often
least glamorous phase of the improvement program. It calls for the
greatest objectivity and honesty of the breeder. It is a necessary
function of the experiment station and our last line of protection
from the introduction of varieties that may be offered as improvments but turn out not to· be so when released to the public and grown
under a very wide set of conditions.

In considering the relationships of these four terms, the best '. ;program for plant improvement is a weview of pertinent botanic and
ge~e.~ic literature upon which is based a breeding and selection procedur·e.. We say 't his because it works. Corn is the best studied
higher plant botanically and genetically, and one result is . that
breeding of corn is probably more advanced than with any other crop.
With turfgrasses we have largely proceeded in the reverse direction, . .
the great majority of improved grasses coming solely from selection
of individuals and varieties provided by natural breeding. While
there is some botanic knowledge upon which to draw information.
gene.t ic information is almost nonexistent .
. Why haven't turfgrasses been studied more by botanists and
expecially by geneticists? Two reasons ·are offered. (1) Research
follows money. Our economic base for turf grass culture is far smaller
than that for the major crops and receives commensurately less allot~e~t _for research and development.
Further, colleges of agriculture
within a university have come onto the scene much later than the
colleges of arts and sciences and have been traditionally poor cousins
with smaller outlays for research. A recent grant of $600,000 to
·
just one person for cancer research should help illustrate that turf
is moderately endowed and that results must necessarily be modest.
(2) Turfgrasses have not received much attention because they are not
good subjects for study. Geneticists are primarily interested in
10-A

developing general luws of heredity and P'i ck 'plants and: animals '
easiest to study. Certainly if one has a problem that has to be
run ·through many generations before solution, . it is easy, to see ·why
·.he will select · fruit flies instead of elephants . ., It .turns.· out that
· tur,fgrasses do not show readily inheritance. of .obv.ious • characters
so apparent in corn, carnations or humans• ·; This .is essentially the
. ·r eason why turfgrasses have been shunned or unsuccessfully ·s tudied;
good methods for studying theirheredity ·have not . yet been developed.
Just why turfgrasses do not show clear .. cut characters or how ·their
·characters are inherited are easy questions to pose but very. difficult
to formulate bases for answer. Researchers in forage · grasses-·.have
studied .their grasses . longer and more extensively . than.we: have, and
offer the matter of vague inheritance asa reason . for limited ~ progress
plus the suggestion that improvement of forage grasses ·may , havea
.lower limit than other plants such· as roses, carnations, · ,chfysanthe ..
mums or corn all of which have been improved · speC'tacu.larly. · , ·· :
In using methods of breeding 'Successful with improvement •. of · :
many flower and vegetable crops, we have not had comparable .results
with turfgrasses. Most flower and vegetable varieties come from
selection of inbred lines. The result of strict inbr~~di?lg . (self
. breeding) over several generations is to make inheritance of a popu ..
lation more uniform (but not perfectly so as we said .when shuffling
. cards) • If a selected . line turns out to be superior, · itr11·is offered
as a new seed variety with certain characteristics with:fo which will
fall practically all of the population of that variety. ' 1 Whenever
we try this with turfgrasses,. we fail to establish fertile inbred
lines; for some reason these "grasses are' largely self sterile from
which a seed crop cannot be obtained • . Controlled hybridization:v as
with corn belt corn or "Golden Cross Bantam" sweet corn, likewise
fails because such would depend . upon : use·.of established inbred parent
lines.
J

• ••

So for the ·most part we are using unbred and unselected grasses

:

..

when we buy seed. A good example is Colonial bentgrass •. Regardless
of seed source whenever we establish an area to seeded Colonial
·bentgrass, we get only a fair turf from it. It is not subject tb ·
close mowing as we would like it, often proliferating because .stem
tips grow uprightly and get cut off. Turf density is only fair and
weeds later invade. After a number of years we :begin ·to notice some
patches of grass appear that better meet our standards ·· of what ' '
Colonial bentgrass should be like. On much older areas such as some
fairways on · our earlier New England golf courses ·. these ' patches often
become more than ten feet across; and on the oldest cotirses, ' provided
some competence in growing bent·grass is present, ·these ·patches
" -· .
coalesce to form a rather superior bentgrass tu·r f. ·
~

.'

As an aside, attention is invited to the nature 1of .these ·superior
patches. Each one has come from a single seed• and ·within there•
stricted environment of .repeatedly mowed turf, each has grown into
a plant that has spread relentlessly, gobbling up its weaker·· fellows
in the way. While we would like to term one of.,these .a single plant,
., a large patch is now made up of a ;large nut11ber ,of separate individuals
which could be lifted out and ·propagated elsewhere• We would like

to retain the term " individual'' for a single separate plant, but
keep the idea that all the individuals in one of these patches
come .from one seed. A word used in botany for such a situation is
'.'clone. " A clone is a number of individual plants that have the
same heredity; they have come from one seed that was the product
of sexual reproduction and .have been subsequently propagated by
asexual means by nat~ral divisions, layering or artificially by
. . cuttings; stolons . or grafting. 11Macintosh" apple, "William Sim:
carnation, or 11 C-l 11 creeping bentgrass are examples of clones or
clonal varieties. Such turfgrass varieties are called "strains" ·
by turf men, a rather vague word. It is sug·g ested that the word
'"clone" be substituted for •;strain" in our vocabulary because it
conveys precisely the meaning that a single plant is propagated
indefinitely to make a variety, a concept that in this er~ of st?lonized bentgrasses might be salutary for the maintenance of pur:l:ty of
these varieties. It is felt by some that propagation of a clonal
over a long period of time will see a loss in purity. Such people
invoke "~utations as the means for change. It is true that mutation
can occur, a change in the heredity of an individual or part of an
individual without the means of sexual reproduction, and an example,
that of variegation in an evergreen euonymus was shown. As a practcal matter the incidence of mutation is so low that it will not ip.ar
our clonal varieties during the relatively short time we have to
live. It is suggested that mutations be forgotten and attention
be devoted strictly to isolation of clones from contamination from
seeds blowing from outside, seeds forming on the clones themselves,
or to proper sterilization of soil in the propagation areas.
11

..
Getting back to the old Colonial bentgrass turf, it should be .
'obvious that superior clones are rather few in number. If bent ..
grass is sow~ at the rate .of 2 pounds per thousand square feet, ,
there are 400,000,000 seeds per acre. This means that clones we
find acceptable as making good bentgrass turf occur somewhat i-q_.!;~~ '
order of one in a million seeds, an incredibly low rate on the face
of it. This situation is similar with "Seaside" and nsouth German"
bentgrass varieties. We must wait some time for superior clones
to spread out and coalesce . to form a good turf. Here their size
seems to average about three feet so that we are perhaps doing bett~r
than one in ~ million.
Growing these bentgrasses is the same as though we were to save
our own carrot seed from the pasture. True to form we would not
bother to look at the roots but select big, heavily laden seed heads
in th~ fall, clean our seed crop and plant out next spring. Suffic~
it to say that we would not get rich on this crop, for practkally ·
all of the roots would be thin, pale, woody and hardly palatable.
Palatable qualities in carrot have come about through deliberate
breeding and selection for these qualities. Our wild carrots fall
short of palatability in the same way that most bentgrass and fescue
varieties fall short of desirable turf forming qualities to any degree;
both are simply unbred for their respective desired qualities.
' .. . .. .

- · ' '

The exceptions in our northern turfgrasses are "Pennlawn"
fescue and "Penncrossn creeping bentgrass. Because of the general
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gerieHcs 1of fes~iies'~nd { ben.tgrasses, a limited
objecdve
sought
crettlng these seed varieties.· It'' was .
mer~1y ' tt{ i~creale · th~ frequency ' of superior' individuals in a·· seed
crop! beyond'. :th~ .. appal inglf low
enc'Ountered (in; unbred . grasses
so that .we Uiight riot 'liave
watt , for ye1ir'a to get; a . good turf from
th~~e ., superior ' individuais~ · ·If their frequency were higher, they
would ' occ~r closer together ' in the seed bed and coalesce with other
"good '• fellows" much saoner, pushing out the rest of the stuff that
can
described only as genetic junk. From the records of experi ..
ment ;stations 'it would . appear that these ' two varieties do form a
good turf sooner than ·unbred varieties and that the objective of a
much higher freque~eies oft 'ngood
fellows"
in the seed ctop has been met .
' .·
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'. · -.: •with respe~t to ; Kentuc~y bluegrass, a different situation occurs
t~n with bentgrasses and fescues. ·This species has largely given
,up 'sex. Reproduction occurs by 'a process called 11 apomixis" which
,. '. gen~rally means t~at ~he sexual , process iS attempted but somehow
fails. Whenever ·apomf.xis occurs . the . resulting seed and seedling: is
'·not different from the . mother plant but has the same heredity. In
:other words Kentucky bluegrass "\>reeds n true to seed. Improvement
·ot this species is theref()re ;essentially confined to selection be ..
cause breeding is not pracdeable. · it is known that apomixis does
not . occur a 11 the t iDie and ' just how is not safe to say. This does
~o(co'narnus when 'lie buy cQmmon Kentucky bluegrass seed, but it
should be of importance 'in consideration of the newer named · va'r ieties;
for if sexual reproduction does occur to .any gretlt extent~ ' it would
be hard to justify these varieties as uniq\l.e. At least for "Merion"
bluegrass the d~gtee ·of apomiX,is has been determined for plants
growi~g in Pennsjlvania in field plots. It turned .out that 96;.977.
of the seed from "Merion" .is from apomixis, or that this variety
11
bre.d 11 true 96·97'Z, a ·very ·reasonable ·:., degree
of purity for ' this variety .
,.
·l>uring . the 1960' s we . are : to get ready ' to go to the moon. ·; Also
dur'iri.g .thia decade there will be research on the genetics, breedins
and · ~'electi'on of turfgra~ses. It is difficult to say that by 1970
~hat . there will be success in both ventures. The moon project has
vast "sums, plenty of talent plus a rich backgrbund ·of pertinent .
ba-sic knowledge. Turfgrass improvement has little money, few men,
and a meager amount of background genetic knowledge and little pros. pect of . substantial increa.$ es ·in these items. This speaker feels
r pessimistic about rapid future~:· progress in this already retarded
· ~\:l~se of our subject.
'',: ' : _' ·
, .
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Penncross Bentgrass
.
' J.M. Duich
Pennsylvania State University

..

'.

. Penncro~s cteepii,lg' berttgrass'is a seed variety ' p~oduced by the
crossing of three selected' vegetative st'r ains of bent. This '\1ariety
was developed by H. B. Musser and officially released by the Pennsylvania Agricultural Experiment Station in 1954.
B-A
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Technically the vari.ety is known as a polycross, and more specifically as a Syn-0 seed strain. This means that the name Penncross
is limited 1 the first generation seed produced by, the random crossin~ of the parental lines. Only such seed is el{gible for certification. The only guarantee to the consu~er of receiving genetically
pure seed, or the true strain,, is through the purchase of Certified
Seed.
, " ·
·
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., ' 'The. . first step in the development of this variety was the selection and testing for superior turf quality of a large number of
vegetatively reproduced individual strains. During the period of
this preliminary testing, which extended from the early thirties
until 1945, annual turf quality records .were made on more than 150
individual vegetative bent strains.
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In 1945, 18 of the best performing strains were planted system~tically :i,n. a row nursery and permitted to flower and cross at
~aridom. Seed from 'i l).4ividual parents was harvested and planted to
turf.
In 1947, isolation blocks of 6 combinations of 3 strains each
were planted in ·a·· systematic order for more specific crossit\g• In
the fall of 1948,:· seed from the individual strain rows ·of ·the original pl0ycros$-.. nursery and from the isolation blocks was planted in
turf quality test 'plots in comparison with a number of commercial
seeded bents. Quality records were made on all plots f.or a 5-year
period, 1949-1953. • The quatity records for this period were ' summarized to comp~~e the performance of each strain annually and for the
5-year period; . and also to compare the .performance of the 5 best
strains in all . possihl~. combinations <>·f 3 each .
The combination of the 3 parent strains identified by the
numbers 19(38)5, _'. 10(37)4, and 11(38)4, respectively, showed the best
annual and average turf quality score during the test period. This
is the combination of parent strains released as Penncross creeping
bent. Table 1 gives the annual and average ~atings for the 5-year
period of this first generation synthetic variety as compared with
commercially available bentgrass seed •
..

· ~he scores in t]'1e table are . weighted averages of the important
factors that affect 1 turf quality. These include cold an·d heat
tolerance, disease susceptibility, density, texture, color, resistance to weed invasion and general vigor.
In addition to the records in Table 1, it is of practical interest and performance to know whether the higher scores m'Sde by
Penncross were the result of consistently good performanee. Table 2
shows the coinparisons of the listed types with the 49 other strains
' and varieties . tested during the 5-year period.
: ~

As a resu.lt of these very records, seed of Penncross was sent
to many areas of the cool humid region having wide variations in
climatic and growing conditions. Reports were received on plantings
in New Jersey, Southern Pennsylvania, Minnesota, Indiana, Rhode
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Island, Mi;irY,iand and Miss.ouri to ·the ·point of reasona"ble assurance
' "of -&ide 'adaptation of the variety. ·
,
0

• ~ f.

. ;.

7_~

'

. ... : ' .

1

~

'!.

' . . ;

'

.

•

:~ ·

•

•

_ It ~as then Ji'el~ased and breeders stock assigne'd to seed growers.
Commerci.a l seed has ;t>.een available '.s ince 1956·, Today it is the only
source of certified bent seed available as a variety developed on
the ·bas is · -of turf grass performance. Other types are available as
local ecotypes from the Pacific Northwest, The certified acreages
for 1961 are shown in Table 3.

·.

Practical performance to date haa verified the experimental
testing of Penncross bent, It compares very favorably with the
best of veget~tive strains in regions of their adaptation and has
' proved to be' consistently superior ·to any of the commercial seeded
bents, On the basis of the initial success achieved with the ploycross breeding technique, ,we have started another long range breeding
program to furtQer improve the quality of turf thru the use of
'. seeded bent.
..
'

-,

1;:·,

Table 1. Annual and Average Turf Quality
Sc.o res Dur.ing the 5-Year Period,' :19ti9-1953,
for :Penncross Compared with Connnercfal Seeded
Types of Bentgrass.
.. : ·,
'
Turf Quality Score· ·.
5-Year
Average
1950
1951
1952
1953
. J~49 .

Identification

----

Penncross
New Zealan'ci 'Colonial
Highland
.- , .
Astoria
Seas id~

---~

79~4

80.l ·
76.3
76.5
71.2
70.9

71.3

73.0
68.9
70.2

---78.8
.76.3

67.7
66.4
60.6

83.6
70.2
64.7
58 .o
62;0

--·--

------80.5

76.3
73.4
66.4

74 .1
71.1
66.4
65.6

80.7

6tL2

*******
Table 3, Acreage of bentgrass se'ed app.roved
fot certification in 1961 by seed certification
agencies.
The International Crop Improv~ment : ~ssociation.
:. (

; :

Variety

Cer!!lied Acreage
' '.l ' '

Astoria
Highland
Colonial
Penncross·
Seaside
' !·

.·,

i

1.,:800
28_6

• 1

10,742
. . 193
.J

.

:

i-,.
i •,

'

~ ~: ' .

:

'~

'
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- ; :·

1,065

:: ..

Table 2. · Relativ.e Performance of Penncross and Commercially Available
Seeded Bentgrasses When Compared with All Strains, ·Types ·art.d Mixtur~s .
Tested (50) During the 5-Year Period . (1949-1953) .
. · · ..
·
, r··
1 .r ,

Number of Types Signtfic'antly Better or Poorer Than
. ·:· ·

Identifi'Cation , ·
~:.

~ : 194'9
1950
1951
1952
p
"P
B
B
:p
B* . P** , B
than · than than ·than .t :h an than ,·'- than than

1953

B

P

than

than
' . ..
·'

'

·

,.

Penncross

30

N.Z.Colori;ial

3

Highland ·

7

Astoria
Seas'ide ·

O
1

0
0
0
2
0

10

2
2
1
1

.,

21.
12

0
1
'l:
·5
3

3
2
2

'·
..

. ,,

1

17

0

l

3

23

.. 12

1

o·

34

28

0

31

'5i Yr. ~
p
B
·· :.

than

.

Astoria

Seaside

~

9
r

..

-

:

8

za·

35

th(ln

37
11

.'

'

0

10
22
35

5
1

r

' 0
0

:

• 1;

. ...

Penncross
N.Z.Colonial
Highland

28

13

9
3
l

- ~.5

*B= Better
**.
.. P= Poorer

Grasses for Greens it\ New England
and Their Maintenance - f2! Annua

·1

Alexander M. Radko, Oirector
Batteru iegf.on
USGA Green Section

One of the oldest controversies in the golf turf field is the
question of ~ ~· Wherever superintendents, and yes, club
,
ofticisls, gather, ~it is only a question of time before discussions
turn to f2S because of its prevalence on Northern courses. Superintendents are c.o ncerned with Poa because it is their job to know all
about this grass that 'is so ~minent, so unpredictable, and so · ·
touchy to maintain and manage, Club officials are interested because
they too must know what goes on in this time of : extreme use of the "'
golf course. Golf today is an every day affair, unlike golf of the
past, few cour$~S are not used to their fullest and members expect
to find the turf will be good each and every day of the month, every
month of the year. Every golfer hopes that the perfect day will last
for an eternity ••• the day he goes to the course ··- just after it
has been completely and freshly mowed .•• and that it will play just
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that way in mid-August as it played in mid-May or mid-September.
Though we all labor diligently toward this goal, static p~rfection
is not possible where SO many dyan.B:llliC 'systems are Concerned - the
.growing plant, the living soils, th.e cJlanging climate, and the human
element. · The.s e all are important !considerations - when the growing
plant is Poa annua then static perfe~ttqn _ is even more elusive.
-

'

:

~

'

, . ·~

;

'

.

~.

" In June 1948, Dr, Fred Grau wrote the classic and highly provocative article "!2.! annua -Firend or Foe?n This article like all
great works has stood the test of ~ime. and this question is still
being asked today some 14 years later. Is ~ ~nnua friend or foe?
and if in all this , time of accelerated interest in research the
question is still unanswered - we can only conclude that this species
of Poa is agile and adept, changeable and unpredictable, a sturdy
beautiful grass plant one day or a ~ickly weed the next·, There is
one fact for certain ••• whether you attempt to grow it or wl:iether
you attempt toge~ rid of it ••• you have your work cut out for you.
)

..

:

,'

0rt the debit side of the ledger - these characteristics are very
important factors to those who argue Poa is "Foe":
(1) Poa can weaken quickly .in suumer - it can go out onvernight due
to several factors - disease, wilt, water, traffic, mismanagement,
or just about for any cause. · It may be beautiful one day and dead
the next. Once it goes out, it is extremely difficult to restore
satisfactory turf during the same swmner.
··
(2) Summer management practices are critical - there is less margin
for error with~ in summer compared to the bentgrasses.
(3) f.ru! annua is not but one pure individual strain, there are a
number of strains - some selections seed heavily, some produce few
seed heads; some are coarse, some are fine-leaved; some are tall
growing, some appear to have stunted growth; and although the majority of selections are upright types, there are a few creeping selections of ~ annua • . Because<of this wide diversity in growth habits,
putting surfaces high in Poa~ often exhibit uneven growth even
.. J. ~

shortly after being mo,.,ed.
:

~..!

t

·' -. . ·

(4) ~IS heavy Seed producftcin ln
and some maintenance problems·.

Sp·ri~~

makes for

SOme

putting

On the credit side of the ledger - these characteristics ~ are : , ..
important factors to those who argue Poa is "Friend":
(1) Poa is an upright plant· its type , of growth when right makes
for excellent putting surfaces. When E.Q.! is right, its putting
quality is hard to beat.
(2) ~ has little or no grain or thatch, and so is easier to manage
most of the year ••• these factors also enhance putting quality.
',I

(3)

-'

Poa can thrive under any height of cut that makes for good putting.
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.P2,! thrives under conditions of compaction where bentgrass falters.

(4)

'.

•

t

:.

I

'

•

E2!

(5)

can be mhll¥lnaged in 'spring and Fall more so than the bentgrasses. If i~ju~ed. it\ -~Y way in Spring and Fall .;-!2.§' s recovery
is quick.
·
·
· ·
t.

~·.;...

~

,.

,. i . .. : ·, .)

~

.

..

:.: _'.

'

'·

' \

.-

.

.-· .lf .it:' were .:1ny j_ob
to. keep
:Poa
annua, my program would be:
.. . .
.
.
'

,·,

"."

-~

' .

.

/'

'

'

(l)' Build greens with heavy soils, soils· that will tend to compact
easily, and not be too concerned with drainage ••• heavy soils favor
P~a. _ .
. ..
(2) : Use topdress'ing materi~t~ ' containing a high percentage of clay
, and silt. ·
·
·

(3)

Roll gr~ens ·with the heaviest 'roller obtainable, several t~ll!es
·'

yearly~ :

(4) Whether it ·rieeds it or not :water he~vi'iy Sp.ring and Fall ·begin
early in Spring and 'in Fall carry it through as late as you 'can and
overwater in each of these seasons.
:

, .

(S) Follow a calendar schedule and feed he~vily in Spring and Fall •••
· in fact feed to the uppe~ limits of nitrogen tol~rance ••• using farm
fertilizers 1-21- of similar ratios.
·
(6) Never Close the course down .during periods ·of adversity because
the more the permanent grass is injured, the quicker the Poa annua
becomes so lid •

(7r Never u$e a ·~hormone type herbicide on ~ .collars,:.atid aprons i f
possible, but if necessary to do so, reduce the recomm·e nded rate to
one-half, and only spray once each ye<\lr until the weeds are .defeated.
"; ; i

'

'

.

(8) Apply maximum amounts of phosphorus yearly as me~bers of the .f.2.!
species generally thrive on high phosphorus levels - Poa !!ml!! parti•
cularly. Also phosphorus would tend to tie up arsenicals which
discourage Poa ~· '

(9) Appl,f ).iveral quantities of ground · limestone yearly as Poa annua
thrives oii.'·fi' high pH. ,
.': :

: < Ct,~)

1.J~e minimal quantities o·f lead arsenate on greens.

These '.are _some of the ~jor ·points favoring Pria a:nnua· growth.
If you don't;: w,a'.nt ~o .. favor 'Po'a annua, - then i .t would 'be wise to
follow a program 'o pposite to' what is being . suggestc~ in , the_ 10
points above.
·
·· ·
! - ~ ..

.'

: . ; , ·.:

I

i ~

'

f

•

1

·t- ·- •....,_ ,

. .

.

i
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.- , • . · '
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Thoughts on Velvet Bentgrass - 1962

J. A. DeFrance
M. Scott and Sons Company
Professor Emeritus, University of Rhode Island

o.

The viewpoint I take of velvet bentgrass (Agrostis canina L.)
in 1962 is about the same as it was twenty years ago in 1942 when
I wrote a paper on "Velvet Bent.grass for Fine Turfgrass Areas."
The reasons for my thinking are based on my own personal experiences with velvet, and I also wish to set forth some of the experiences and thoughts of a few golf course superintendent friends of
mine whom I have consulted just recently on the subject.
Some think that there appears to be a trend, for various reasons,
away from the very fine texture of velvet to the coarser textured
creeping bents, and colonial bents, and they say they don't worry
about the !rui annua so much in the coarse textured greens as Poa's
texture is somewhat similar and not so noticeable as when in velvet bent greens.
Others have indicated that there is n8t the margin of safety
with velvet as with other grasses; that 80 plus temperature, with
accompanying high humidity, excess moisture, tendency to wilt, excessive play, 11 over-feeding, 11 "over-topdressing," poor help, thatch
and mat, and slowness of recovery from damage are factors for concern.
In some greens that were planted in the last centry there are still
patches of some beautiful strains of velvet, and there are still
some good velvet bent greens that were planted with seed or .s tolons
of velvet bent 15, 20) 25, 30, or 35 years ago • .
l

~··

. .

So, I am back to my old idea and some facts and thoughts. The
aristocrat of grasses for putting-green turf and other fine . turf.:., areas
is velvet bent.
The superiority of certain strains of velvet bent compared with
other grasses for greens is well established in the eastern states
especially. In a practical putting green test by a group of golf
professionals at the Arlington Turf Garden, Washington, D. C.,
velvet bent received the highest ratings when compared with many
other grasses. Piper velvet bent, when compared with over thirty
different putting-green grasses at Rhode Island Agricultural Experi•
ment Station, was found to give the highest estimated average turf
quality. This study was based on a comparison of factors such as
color, density, texture, vigor, uniformity, and resistance to
diseases and iuvasion of ·weeds.
At the Ponkapoag Golf Course near Boston, in a test on an experi•
mental putting green made up of various plots of the best grasses
used for putting greens and fine lawns, a summary of the ratings for
the year 1940, based on the turf from a playing standpoint and
appearance, showed that the velvet bents were superior to other
19-A
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grasses used in the test.
Velvet bent is a distinct species of bentgrass but is related
.. to...the oth~r bentgrass'e s . such as Colonial, Seaside, and Washington
., · · and Metropolitan' creeping bent. Unfortunately, it is related to
redtop, that poor cousin, whon1 some authroities consider to be ·the
world's worst grass for lawns, and also consider its use for permanent turf areas out of the question as it is so very inferior to
the other bent grasses when compared on the basis of quality factors.
Velvet bent is quite distinct from other turf grasses, and the
superior fine texture of its extremely narrow foliage which is 90
very dense, erect, and upright growing, · and the lovely green color
of the turf, all combine to give . this grass the well-deserved name
of velvet bent. The maximum beauty of this grass is revealed under
close cutting, and a luxuriant velvety carpet appearance can .easily
be . developed and maintained
with a little effort," care J .and .att~ntion.
..
"'-· .
.
. . . . The improved strains of ·velvet bent spread rather rapidly ..ey·
· ·.· ·creeping stems called stolons • . A method of planting other than by
the use of seed is with the stolon method. The seed of velvet bent
is so very small - ten million seeds (10,000,000) to the pound •that
a considerable less quantity of seed is needed for an area compared
to other types.
;

;

1·. .

~~

. J)uring; hot ; :i dty summ¢rs · a.t . the, Experiment Station at Kingston;
Rhode Island, the plots of velvet bent have stood out as being the '
greenest areas under droughty conditions, and furthermore, it app~ars
that velvet bent can be classified as a low fertility plant, a
"light feeder", and does not require so much fertilizer to maintain
a healthy, vigorous growth as do the other grasses.
Ano~per po·int in its favor and undoubtedly due to its fine
texture and great denseness, is its ability to withstand i_n vasion
of weeds. The turf of good velvet bent is so dense that weed seeds
when blown or carried on the area have an extremely difficult time ··. ·
f~11d:ing. -a pbce t6 grow.
1£ weed seeds. are able to germinate and ' '·
start growth, they have considerable difficulty to grow and mature ·
due to the great competition afforded by the velvet bent.

The strains of velvet bent that have been selected on their
merits and increased for seed production at Kingston are Piper,
Kernwood, and Merion No. 2. These three, and especially Piper velvet
bent, have been rated, over a period of several years, to be superior ·
to unsel~cted .conmercial velvet bent and other strains that were
·.rr
under test and appeared better adapted to ·the climate and soils of.
this region. Hyannisport velvet, Vesper velvet, Sunapee velvet are
a few others that have been outstanding.
: · ·..:
Commercial seed supplies of improved strains of velvet bent
have : been relatively scarce. This is due in large part to a smutlike disease of the seed which has inhibited viable seed formation,
and until the plant pathologists get busy and find a control, it
appears that seed will be scarce.
20-A

I believe velvet bent is satisfactory under proper maintenance.
Some can handle it satisfactorily and others cannot. For a private
. ) · course of limited play and under expert supervision and proper
,. . maintenance, I would say' it is ideal.
A good turf of velvet bent is · so superior to any other kind of
grass or mixture of grasses, :· arid since, in certain cases, less care
is needed to maintain it; . esp~d.ally with ;.regard to weed and .d isease
· control~ and· leas topdressings · are require·d than with the creeping
bent to keep it in good shape, an investment in .velvet _bent turf is
well justified and will pay div'idends when properly inaintai,.ned,
:

-.·.. ·. \

------------------------Vegetative Creeping Bentgrasses
Fred V'. Grau
Hercules Powder Company
In developing this panel my r 'e sponsibility .i~ to discuss C-1
and C-19, two begetatively propagated creeping bentgrasses and their
adaption for putting greens in New England. Mr. Cornish has suggested
that my talk cover also C-7; C-15 and other strains that may be significant. It is by mutual consent, therefore, that I broaden the title
of my talk to cover a fairly wide range.
Historital:
1910: The first turf garden in Artied.ca was established in 1910
at the home of J. B. Olcott, South Manchester, Connecticut. One of
the statements he made at that time is as 'follows:" •••• ln the very
near future, the best golf courses will plant their greens by the
vegetative method •••• 11 • He was way ahead of his time. It was not
until 10 years later that greens were to be planted by this method.
1916: In this year, the first systematic study was started of
vegetative bentgrasses at Washington, D.C., by the Department of
Agriculture.
1917: In the book Turf for Golf Courses by Piper and Oakley,
there was no mention of stolons. The only bentgrasses they discussed
were those which were developed from seed that came from South
Germany. It was called South German mixed bent because it contained
a fraction of a percent of creeping strains, several percent
velvet bent, and the rest of it was a mixture of colonial or nonw
creeping ·types.

of

1921: Vegetative propagation of creeping bent strains was
started at Arlington Farms, United States Department of Agriculture,
and USGA Green Section. Green No. 9A at East Potomac golf course and
green No. 9 at Columbia Country Club were planted to stolons. These
· :were pure strains. The name of the grass was n~t mentioned in the
article. At this time, fairways were still being cut with hprse-drawn
mowers and greens were cut only with hand. pushed greens mowe:i::~ ;' that
is "people power. " In July of 1921, the first piCture.of "Carpet bent "

r
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'
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;

was shown in the Green Section bulletin where wide rows of creeping
bent had been grown at Arlington Far~s.
•"

1923: At this time, there wa!il .. published a complete article on
how to grow, plant and care for stol.o~s in the production cf vegetatively planted putting· greens-. One :o.J Hi-e admonitions at that time
which is still valid, is that nd qt{i~~~~cting nitrogen was to be
t:. appl~ed to . the soil before planting or immediately afterwards, at
· least until the grass had become thoroughly established on its own
·: roots. Only then could it tolerate quick-acting nitrogen •

..

1924: In Octcbar of this year, an article was published naming
seven strains of vegetative bent. Washington, which was dicovered
in 1919 came from the number 4 green at the Washing t on Golf and
Country Club in Virginia. It was se~ected because the greens had
been ruined by brown patch but thes~ areas had very, little brown
patch.
" ,,.
..,.
Metropolit.a n, 1917: Thi:s was seht in for
New. York firm.

identiJicatio.~ .
' ,.. ~ '

by a

'· r·~

.. Virginia, 1919: This came trom the number 18 green at Washington Golf and Country Club.
· · Columbia, 1916: This was discovered at the Columbia
Club and was. used to plant -the number 9 green.

. ··.·.

Vermont, 1917:
Vermont •
Acme, 1919:
.in Washington.

p~untry

There is no data, but it came from Middlebury,

This was , a velvet bent from · J:,he USDA, : !9und growing

Revere{ This came , from wet . salt areas where it grows in abund·,.
ance at Revere Beach, Massachusetts.
"'

·, r:

· -·---·.

1930: In 1930, these bents were listed as being as significant
at that
Washington, Metropolitan, Virginia, Columbia, Inverness
and Ekwanok •

t.ime.

.:'.. .
::c:

In' 1931, a three-year sunmary was published of five creeping
bentgrasses and their relative performa::i ce on putting greens at
various places in the country. Metropoli.tan 38, Seaside 37, Washington 36, Columbia 18, Virginia 14. These figures represent the
relative excellence of these five grasses.· . It can be seen that very
little separates the first three but thar·the last two are much
inferior. In December of 1931, this summary was published and these
figures also repres3nt relative performance.
Metropolitan

78~

Seaside 75, Washington 75, Columbia 60, Virginia 51.

1932: In this year, on demonstration plots in Arlington,
Virginia, the professionals who were playing tn the National Capital
Open were invited to come to Arlington and to rate the different grasses
22-A
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oy actua.Lly putting over them. Velvet received the first" ~hoice of
all the players in every case. Columbia and Vir.(;inia got no votes
at all. Metropolitan, Seaside and Washington were interme.diate and
very little could be told about the votes on these three. ~t this
time, there was a controversy raging as to whether seeded gre.ens or
vegetated greens were superior. There seemQd to be no way at that
time to settle this controversy.
·
•

· • ··

I

·

.

,

.i

.
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., :

..
1933: In May, Grau reported research done on the m.echanic:d
putter •. " Different grasses on adefinite slope ·were rated as to drift.
That is a ball was putted directly across a given slope .and th~ drift
of the :ball was measured. From least 'to mo~t drfit, : this ·was .~b.e.
order in which the grasses arranged · themselves:.· ~~e l'e ast drift wa§
velvet, then in turn Colonial, German mixed bent,/ ~ashington.,. ;Meti;ropolitan, Virginia and Columbia. This ranking . iri~i.cated tqat velvet
held the ball on =the line the be:st. Virginia and Columbia, because
of their grainy nature, held the ball the least well. Thia confirms
the rating given to the grasses by the, players. in t}lat they ~iked the
velvet: ·the best· 'bec'ause it' held the ball on the line . the best.
It was in 1953 that a ~hortage of funds cause,d an almost total
: cancellation· of furthe'f research:.'
Nothing more ·w as reported until
1940 when Timely Turf Topics was instituted and we began to read
again about some of the accomplishments.
' · · · i _ ;'_i

· 1

"

·..

In 1939 and 1940, 40 experitiienta"l greens were established ·in
different parts of the country. Each green had 12 different . putting
green gra:Sses established in wedge shaped areas so that these .. were
called "pie greens." Grasses were given numbers to hide their
identify. . Superintendents .. and golfers, amateurs, wei-e as~~~ - to putt
on these ' diff~rent grasses ~rid rate them according to t~eir ; preferencea.
In December 1943, Timely Turf Topics published the ide~tity of
the different grasses to which experimental numbers had ·been assigned
in these pie greens:
· '
;, ' ; .

: ·' Country . Club' 'of Atla~fic City' N'ew Jersey
C-7
Pine Valley Golf Course, New Jersey
C-15 Toronto Golf Course, Canada
'·C-19 Congressional Country Club,Washington,D.C.
· C-27 Washington Golf arld Country Club, Virginia
C-50 Washington
' '· ·
C-51 M~trop·ontan

c .. t

C-52

Old Ore-hard

C-60
C-61
C-65
C-115

Seaside ·
Astoria
Highland Colonial ·
Dahlgren Proving Grounds, Virginia

Whe.nfound
1928 ..

1935
1936
1936 .. :

1937

1946

1944: In June, there was published a four-y~ar summary of the
ratings · on th~se 40 exper·~mental greens. Th~~e . f~~r grasses ranged
at the top of ·the ratings : irt ' most inst;:ances: c::.L ·c-19, C-7 and C-15.
Experimental plantings naa=i &een maae .'at Fairfax Golf Club "f mixtures

of C-1 and C-19, and also a three-way mixture of C-1. C-19 and C-27.
1945: In this year, Grau assumed direct~rship of the USGA Green
Section at Beltsville and, in this year, an article was published
·tri Timely Turf Topics 11 Groy1 Your Own Stolons." Under acting Director
•F .' F. · Davis, th~ Gnen Se.ct ion at Beltsville· had gnwn large quantities
~f st~lons, C-1, C-7, C-15, C-17, C-19, C-28) and C-36.
I recall
upon arriving at Beltsvil.l e ,a eeing these huge quantities of pure
ntrains of grasses. They. were distributed as equitably as: possible
to a large number ()f golf course supetintendent·s ·:i n relatively small
; quantities each, a square foot or two, so that each gol'f cpurse that
' " was interested ' could grow their own stolons for their ow.n nurseries •

.
.· ,,

In 1946, Timely Turf Topics reported statements made at the
Iowa Turfgrass C~nference. Professor Harvey Lafttz, n~w deceas~d,
stated that the co~b,~nation of ..C-1 and C•l9 was outstanding:' for Iewa
' c~ndl:tions. Glover ,,reported C-1, C-19 and C-27 combinatio~ was vest
· ' at Fairfax Golf Club. Claren~e , Yarn, of Des M~ines, repor~ed that
C-l alone had had only two topdressings a yea:r ·a'lld there had been no·
disease treatments in. s~ven years. ·The greens were good, I can vouch
for that. Bill Mellon, .at Lancast-er, Pennsylvania:;· reported that
C-1 cut at 3/16th of an .inch and well fed produced a beautiful putting
aurface with no swirl. (In 1946, the first meeting of the Turfgrass
Committee of the American So(;iety of Agronomy was held ·at the. Fonte. nelle HotC!l at Omaha., Nebraska_, Also• ' in this year, the first Purdue
·T urf grass conference was held.) ·

1946: DeFrance, Musser and Grau .met at •Beltsvll ie And discussed
.·: the future program of bentgrasses for putting greens ( · It \l.tas agreed
that an effort should be made to pr.e duce seea· of creeping bents that
· w·o uld produce turf superior to that grown from seeds presently available. As a result, all C-1 bents were sent to Penn State for Musser
to work with out of which ,d eveloped· the creeping1 bent ' '.s eed that we
kne~ teday as Penncross which has been reported here by Dr. Dt.iich.
At this time also, it was agreed thatDeFrance would·
on improved
~eed ·of c~ lonial. bents.
·

· .>
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1946 : ·. In Maich of this : year, in Timely Turf Topics the·r e was
publi1hed sugg~nted names for the different ·C-bents that wer~ then
tn "use. .C-1 was given the nal\le Arlington t~ commemorate the Arling•
' t~ri Turf ;Gardens which were destroyed when the Pentagon .was built.
1
At first ::··:thei;e 'Y'~S an <\l'ttemp.t-: to apply :the work ·11 utn:lt:Y .' t~ , this
bent because of fts wide range of adaptiort •and great resiStance to
disease, heat, cold and wear. However, the name Arlington has stuck
and I think it has be~n a . ge~d. choice:; . C-15 was given the .naD1e .
To~onto because of its supposed· source of origin. There · seems to be
sonie doubt as to the true origin of this grass·.: C-19 was given the
" name Congressional after the Congressional Cotint'ry Club where it was
found. C-36 was given the name Norbeck because of its geographical
l"cation at .. t;he Manor. Gol~. ClU;b, · Norbeck~ ·: Maryhind .... c-s·2 was a .(tis•
cevery of . Ralph Bond, Madison, Wisconsin·; and of· course held the. · name
'Of Old Orchard all along. There was a request ; at that time for super·
intendents to start using the names of these :bents and · to drop the
experimental numbers •. However, that appeal has be'ert only parti~lly
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The C numbers still are· used · wi~J~ly.

1947: In the April Timely Turf Tbpics a na~e for C-7 then was
published. The :- name given is Cohansey~ This name was give~ ~o th~
grass which was found on number 4 green at Pine Valley Golf Cours~
by the Pine Valley people themselves. The anme is applied to a
s.tratum of water under Pirie 'Valley Golf Cours'e which supplies unlimited
· q~antities of pure, sweet water which has been largely 'responsible
1for; t·he development of this · golf course; It seems to be a particular.ly. ;appropriate name. C-27 was given the name Collins to commemorate
Billy Collins who worked so long and so faithfully on the Arlington
Turf :Gardens.
0

: .. .r11 -:- .

. ~ ; 1947: June. Timely Turf Topics published explanations .o f tl.1e
superior characteristics of solne of the C-bents. Arlington · was
selected for its resi-stance to heat, its ability to withstand long .
.periods of drought, , its great disease resistance ·and its great wear
,-res;lstance. One thing. against "it was that i f it was not' cut close.ly
and : kept brushed and ;fed heavily''. i t developed a · swirl. To many·, this
was objectionable (but>l:'argely psychological) and it was one of the
reasons for mixing it· with Congressional.

for ·

.,,.;:.
Congressional had been ·selected
its color, which iJ a nice
apple green, and iu texture, which is a 'medium texture, 'not extremely fine, but it was the first to green up in the sping and the last
one to .lose its color in the fall. It has no swirl and it prevented.
the swirling in the. Arlington. R~cent developments ·have shown that: ·
Congressional bent has very great ·'Snow mold rests.tarice. This was
confirmed both at Ottawa, Canada, and also in the Pacific Nor'thwest
at Pullman, Washington.
Collins bent was 'sort of a question mark. Nobody · could find · ,
'' :· any. real good reason· why it was included in the c:.1, c:.19 / C:-27 . .. . .
combination. There were tentative explanations made but' th'ey could .
not be confirmed. It seemed to be the weakest of the three and .
eve·n tually •was dropped from . the combination. At this :" time, c.:.t .' . .
Cohansey··l>ent was down.;.graded because '. of its color; . Many s~p~tin
tendents said: · n1 don't like it because of its color", and thei"efoi:e.,
in many cases, it was not planted evetF though it was better adapted .
than any~hing else available at that ·,time. These personal 'prefer- '. .
ences greatly retarded its acceptance ·~· No golfer was ever heard to . . .'.
criticize it because of color.
'
. 194 7: In September Time Ly Turf Topics it was reporteci'"'tha't'. ·.' . ,
Cohansey was excellent in Richmond. C-1 ;Arlington w'a s 'excelle'nt' ~i\
North Carolina where it resisted Poa annua longe't tllari a.ri..j j)th~r .gra.s s
in tight clay soils.
..
..
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1949: C-1 was· planted at Miami Beach' but . ft was dis:continua"~(
in a couple of years because of difficulty in maintaining 'it thr.~ugh
the hot sumner months. It is definitely establlshed that Arlington ·
bent requires more nitrogen than other bents. · Quite ' 'frequently, in
direct comparison with other bents, it did not get as much nitrogen
as it deserved and therefore, it was · down-graded. It was in this
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year that Congressional bent was fond to be and reported to be much
more resistant to snow mold in Canada and Pullman, Washington. It
can be reported that in Newport News, Virginia, C-1 and C-19 separated
badly because of heavy rainfall and over-watering, poor drainage and
low nitrogen levels.
1953: A load of C-1, C-19 stolons came from Providence, Rhode
Island, to Washington, D.C. to plant the new greens at Norbeck Country
Club. This combination has been good virtually all over the country
from California to New Jersey and from the deep South into Canada.
For New England conditions, it is one of the better combinations.
Art Anderson at Brae Burn, Don McKay at Hartford, Connecticut, swear
by this combination of Arlington and Congressional. Everett Queen
at Wichita Counery Club found some spots in his combination greens
that change colors spring and fall. One area is a rain forecaster.
It turns yellow exactly 24 hours before the rain comes. At the
Wichita Country Club watter supply failed in 1952 and there was no
water for the greens for two weeks. Temperatures ran up into the
high nineties and over one hundred degrees. There was an occasional
dribble from a tank wagon. The grass survived perfectly and those
greens are still good today.
R

The combination of A lington and Congressional should be fed
generously especially with nitrogen, kept on the dry side, mowed
daily, mowed closely and kep combed and brushed. As one go~a south
into the hot humid climates such as Richmond, Virginia, C-7 Cohansey
bent seems to do relatively better than the C-1, C-19 combination.
Toronto 15 is badly mixed up. One never knows which Toronto one is
getting. The true Toronto, if onw could find it, is a fine grass,
and is especially good in the area of its origin. With Washington
bent we find there are still many greens of this. They are mixed
with Poa annua which is only natural because Washington greens up
slowly in the spring and is first to turn purple in the fall and stop
growing. But, there are many different kinds of Washingtons. Metropolitan is out of the picture. Only one golf course, the Des Moines
Golf and Country Club in Des Moines, Iowa, has Metropolitan greens
and t~ey almost lose them every summer. Only by dint of 24-hour
watching and syringing can they keep them through the summer. Those
with nurseries of C-1 and C-19 are to he commended for keeping the
strains so pure for so many years. It is my hope that they will
continue to grow and to market these two wonderful grasses in addition
to Cohansey and the true Toronto. New vegetative grasses are on the
horizon. Also there is a Penncross creeping bent for those who prefer
to use seed.

-----------------------------
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.. . Soil mo<iifid~tion .· ~s probably one ~f the mc.st con'troversial
subjects we are likely to m~~~ at the' 'present time in the entire field
of tu~fgrass production al)d management'. It is not surprising that ..
this should be so. In the ,first place, the physical condition of
·. r
the soi!. has a m1;1jor impact on the quality of turf thet can be produced under the' inter,aive use to which it is subjectec! on many a!'eas •.
And, if I may b.". pe:rr.iitted to digress for a LiC'«r<::nt, at this early
·
stage of the discussion, it is c.oming to be tecognized as deserving
consideration on le8s intensively used areas than greens and tees,
tennis courts, bowling greens arid athletic fields. Everyone who .has
had ' experience
in ' the field of . lawn
building,
sooner
or later
encounters
..
_·
.
.
!
_
· · ., .
·. '
'
.. .'
·.
'
the fetish. of topsoil • . , It may be aci~ and low in fe(tility, in poor ·
physical condition, e>r '1oaded with weed seed, but it :i's topsoil and
therefore must. be used. ' 'In many instances phys'fcal conqitfo'n ing
materials ccu~tl be used to improve the existing soil m~ter!.al at a
fraction .of the ..cost and ..'With be~ter results than by applying 4 . to 6
inches of so-called top~o:f.l.
···
· ··
·: '
.
i.- ';

Coming back to the r~latioriship o( the physical character of
scils used for constru~tion ~nd top dre~sing of intensively used
areas, and . particularly fc,r .putting gr,e ens, to tuif production, let'~.
look at some of the things :that are n.e eded to assure a good putting '
surf~ce. · lst. Resilfoncy •· A good turf cushi6n., . is needed · and must · ·
be maintained to provide part of the give, the s 'p ringiness, that is
necessary to hold a well played shot. :But 'the s¢"il underneath also
must contribute to this. If it is too tight. and firm we will be
fsi:ced constantly with demands to keep it soft w'i th watering; with ·
all the p:roble:ms of shallow roots' increased disease) wet wilt' and ·
the other troubles th?t are the . heri'tage of a constantly saturated soil.

ln

2nd. Resist.ance to Co::n paction.
·golf course terminology; compaction
is the dirtiest of dirty words. Just what is it? Technically, it
is the rearrangement of the parti,cle's of the soil mass in such a way
that.water and air movemetit are resedcted. To full understand what''
happens, we first m~st ;appreciate .. 'tbat son particles are o'f' two kinds the individual. partiC~.~~ (as a gr~in of sa'1d)' and granules made' up
of very fine inclividual particles loosely cemented togather into'
clusters by the humic (organic) matter in the soil.
All soils are subject to some degree of ·co'nipaction when pressure
or any other force that will cause re-arrangemnt of the particles is
applied to them. The tighter the particles can be squeezed together,
the more the size of the ~penings between them is reduced, and consequently the slower the movement of water and air through them.
Coarse sands, having relatively uniformly particle size, will
compact least, On the other hand, a sand with a wide range in particle size, from coarse to fine, may get very hard. The finer particles
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will arrange themselves in the openings between the coarser ones
· " . .. .., ,
and the whole mass can be~9me very .tight • . Fine sands also compact
;• : · sev~t'ely. The <partiCles ,are very _small and, at best, the openings
.. }·between them are restricted. Whe'n .. they are compressed, they can
. -~ block water anq . air movement ve-ry effectively.
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When · soils that are composed .Jargely of .clusters of very fine
. silt and clay particles ~:e.cp;me compacted,, their . hardness and impermeability is ctl:1e to the 0
up ·,of the ~clus'ters. The resulting fine,
. individual particles then pack together to produce an even more
serious.. condition than develops with
fine sand•..'
.

break..

.

l;

'

. .

.
No . soil will compact seriotisly ' -~hen dry~ ...There must be enough
moisture present to. lubricate the ·pa~ticles so ~hat they can slide
on each other. And the·· vertical pressure cai.u~ed by walking and equip. ment · is not . the only cause of this movement~- The thrust of shoes and
·' ,. __ the vibl;"atiort of power e·quipment often are the worst offenders. Of
:. ' · · · , -Qourse; .. heavy rollers will cause more trouble than light ones, but
. evefi · the lightest equipment will' cause particle.movement and cluster
··.·
breakup in wet . s~q -,_,.. · :·:.
·
.'

';

·: . .:
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Most of us fully recognize the necessity of getUng a satisfactthis question • We understand tbe : ·dire.~t relationship
between the quality of the soil used i'n· .the c.onstruction of a green
and for. top dressing~ and the labor and ; 'e xpense ·bf maintaining top
quality turf. In addition, the number of new courses being built,
of old ones b!!ing reco'nstrticted, and the renaissance in the use of
top-dressing - all ·have contributed to a recognition of the desirabil. 1ty,.even urgency, of finding some sound basis for determining the
kind and quantity of modifying materials that should be used.

ory _answer ' to
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~ ';1 1-n :view of all this, it is only natural thi:lt efforts should be

made ;to- · se~ ·up standards that would remove ~he ·! !lements. of uncertainty

and necessity for using personal judgment, from the preparation of
· ·
soiLmixtur:es. These efforts have centered largely on attempts to
·" - ·,,:
develop standard laboratory procedures to determine ho~ _a given soil · '·
1
mixture should be made. They are based primarily on the initial
··: ·
effects- -of varying quantities of modifying materials on the compacta- ·
·bility, ·porosity, water absorption, · etc., of each soil that is studied.
. Certainly, no one would question the desirability of having "i '
.; :} .
the best possible information on the material with which h~ ; must work~ " '
. '
For example, a mechanical an~l~~is of a soil, showing the proporti~ns
of ·the various size particles in it and the extent of granulation, . .
can. :be very helpful in dete.rmirling the kind and quantity of mat~rials
that should be used to modify it. But it is useful o~ly as ·:a genE?ral
guide and must be related to past experience and good. judgment if it ·' ;., 1 ' .
is to be worth anything. Wb.athef an initial laboratory .determination
. , :. '
which seeks to set up arbitrary sta·ndar(js ~ based completely on . the
'. l r: ~
laboratory results, is the right answer, · is subject ..to some · very
practical considerations. .· '
' .... ·_,. : . ;' i.

-.ill•

Will the mixture,
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as .,deterinined by arb1tnary laboratory tests,

act the same way in the field, when 8\1.bjected to a wide raJ;lg~ o~
environmental and use condit-i,ons, as . it did 'in the . laborato.cy7 · This
is a question that can be r~solved only by criticai studies ·conducted
over a long enough period ' to,, giv(? us reasonable confidence in the
results. In other words, w,e uiust haw~ a~equate co~relation bet:ween
laboratory results and wha~ .happens in the field. · .
·
·. , ..
las!· Before laboratory r~sults can. be accepted as anything more
· than a general guide, we ·l !li 11 have t Q ~ave more . assurance than we
now have as to how long the recommended mixture. w.i ll retain its
··
desirable characteristics. Will a mixture ' determined to be optimum
for compaction resistance, ,~oiSture,; and air .1 movement, etc.", ' by an
initial laboratory test, remain good .-under 1field con'd itions fo.r · a
long enough time to make its use justifiable? Orgartic matter de~
composes, soil aggregates .break down, and so the , eritire cl)aractet
of the original mixti.ire ID?Y . ~hange. ma~.erially within a rela~ively
sh~rt time.
·' ·
· ., .. · ·c·
'' ·
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The third pritctica~ question that must be considered is whe.t}leJ;' , ·
the extremely high , quant;id.es of s~nd or 'other inert tnaterh.ls that
· -::_...
sometimes are recommended are realis.·t ic. ' Sine~ it is · recognized
that as sand content increases, the ability of .a. soil · to retain
":
moisture and nutrtenta ,goes down, such recommendations attempt :to
compensate for thfi;: ·by {addihg organ,~c matter and aggregated clay. ·
. i·.·
As previously noted, the 'quantity and physical character of these ' "
., .
materials may change ma~erially within a relatively short:. time after
they have been mixed into the soil. But ·an even 'niore practical
question is whether it might not ·be more desirable to accept the
' ~' 1 " '
somewhat greater· compaction which we . know may come with a less· e·x tre,me. ' · ' ; 1. ;, ·
:.:-t:t
mixture. Such compaction usually is of a very shallow surface type .
and will be corrected , ,· t;~!=tdH·y by .standard aeration· and spiking ' opera• ·i n
tions. This could be le's s expensive and troublesome than attempting
..ii; , '
:i
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to keep moisture and nutrient levels in these extreme mixtures high
enough to maintain good quality turf,
Good Judgment Still Necessary. Until such time as we have much better
documented answers to such questions as these, a great deal of sound
personal judgment still will be needed in determining just how a soil
should be modified. Perhaps the best evidence for ; this, is in the
hundreds of good greens on golf courses throughout the country, that
have been functioning satisfactorily for years; none of which would
meet presently proposed construction standards. And the further fact
that where new greens have been built according to laboratory standards, about the same proportion are bad or mediocre as where construc•
tion was based on judgment and experience.
.

•

!

·.'. "

'

If we cot\Cede that we are not yet f,n a position to substitute
arbitrary labor~tory methods for good judgment and practical experi•
ence, then it almost goes without saying, that the more information
we can have on what we are working with, the better chance we will
have of getting good results. Let's look at some of the things that
can be of help.

Mechanical Soil Analysis. ' Since pa"rticle . ~ize (texture) and their
arrangement (structure) have such an important effect on compactability
and other characteristics, it will help, in deciding on the amount
and kind of sand that should be used, to know what is already in the
soil we will be modifying. Obviously, a soil which already has 40
to 50 percent of corase particles in it will not require nearly as
large additions as one where the percentage is lower. This is easy
enough. But what of a soil that has a high content of fine sand? We
can go only··so far in ·adding coarse material to it, without losing
other desirable qualities. If we know what we have to start with we
can still produce a good mixture by keeping down the corase sand and
increasing the organic matter prercentages we use. The organic material
will act as a cushion between the sand particles and keep them from
packing too tightly.
Which brings us to the point of recognizing that there are two
classes of soil modifying materials. Those that affect soil texture
by changing the proportions of various size particles in it, and
those that condition it, by cushioning it and increasing its moisture
and nutrient holding capacity, Sand and peat have been the most
commonly used representatives of these two classes, so let's take a
look at them.
Characteristics of Modifying Material§. Experience and experiments
have demonstrated that a coarse grade of sand, which is relatively
uniform ·in particle size (from 0.02 to 0.08 inches in diameter) is
materially better than finer grades, or an ungraded product in which
there is a wide size range, The ungraded type is particularly un•
desirable, especially if it has any material proportion of fines in
it. When it is subjected to compaction 1 the fine particles move into
the openings between the coarser ones and the whole mass becomes tight
and hard. If this is the only kind that is available, it would be
very wise to re-screen it before use to remove the fine fraction.
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Peats also vary in character ap~ , q~ality •.: . lot~!i;t ·0 1~ ~h.~'. · ~omestic
products on the market are reed-sedge forms, while most imported types ' ·
are ' tnOSS peats. ' Reed-sedge: peat;s. are t .h e products of partial decompositfo'n' of reeds: and sedges; and the. moss p~ats :: conie,, :from· bogs
whe're· "the sphagnum mosses were the principal ,origina·l veget~tion. 'I'he
seed-s'edge 'forms are preferred - particularly for use . in _
tots' ·dressings.
They ·a 'r e heav·t er and will not float out of mixtures as badly as the
lighfer ·moss 'peats • . They have a lower 1?10isture absorptive capacity
and so less water is needed .to ~eep .,9,oil moisture at th~ proper level.
They . are more ·resistant to ·decomposition and will 'stay put' longer.
And, · unlf!'ss they must be •transported for long distances, they are
much cheaper.
:A good ·reed-sedge should rhave a moisture absorptive capacity
of around 450 percent by weight and a minimum organic matter content
of 90 ·percent. This eliminates th~ sedimentary peats or ' mucks that
we often· find in local bogs. These. usually are composed of very
finely divided organic matter and have a high content of fine textured
mineral soil. Material of this kind is worse than useless for soil ·v•
modif~cation.
·:- ,

· · ' · ' 'Obviously, this discussion does not a.nti.cipa.t e making even a. ·
sugge's tlon as to the exact ratios of sand, peat, and soil, that should
be used 'i n-: preparing a mixture. Th.is still must be a matter of experience and · judgment, fortified with . the best information we can get on
the quality of materials that we use. It is doubtful, however, whether
sand ,'additions··ever should be above .60 to 65 percent by volume, except
in ver~ ' ' extreme cases... ,
Ekperience has taught us that we cannot use nearly .as high
yolume :· of· peat. When we get. much beyond 15 percent there fQ . danger
that the soil will stay wet too long and become soggy.
exception
to this is where a very light; sandy soil must be modified to improve
its water and nutrient holding cppacity. In such cases we may be
justified
in using as much as 25 percent peat •
.:._, ·.

An

·Before leaving the subject of modifying ~aterials it mtght be
of interest ·to examine some of the other product~ that have been sug•
gest~d · or are being promoted as substitutes for ' san~ and 'peat.
Natural organic materials that lang have been used in 'place of peat ·
incl\ide sawdust, raw sewage ·sludge, manures, tannery slUdges; ;and
various kinds of seed hulls. With the possible exception o~ . rotted
sawdust, these decompose rapidly when mixed with soil and their effects
are much more short lived than peat. They are most valuable when
composted in large volume with soil before being used.
More . recently, we have been offered such materials as qtienched
blast furnace sl&g, calcined clays, and processed micas. All' of ·
these have certain desirable characteristics. They are more porous
than sand and so will improve moisture holding capacity~ They are ··
not subject to the type of decomposition that reduces the orgahic
matter. Unfortunately, as yet we have little or no informatioh on ·
how stable they may be mechanically. If they lose their coarse granular character or original structure when subjected to compac·rion,
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they become a liability rather than an asset. Some ~f them are
expensive and, if we find that they must be heed at tates comparable
to sand and peat, they will be out of the question, economically.
There is ~nly one way to answer these questions. This is to c~mpare
them critically with standard materials. An attempt · is being made
to do this at Penn State. The slide I now show is an all-over view
of the establishment phase of a field study of some of these materials.
It is hoped that this study will provide needed information on the
value of these products and how they can best be used. Until tha
results of such studies are in, it is suggested that they be used
with caution and only on a trial basis.
In conclusion, I think many of us feel that if mixtures could
be composted before use, for a long enough period to produce a homo•
geneous soil, · tnany of the difficulties resulting from fresh artificial
mixtures w(;uld be materially reduced. ·This would permit the initial
changes, which so often cause trouble, to take place in the compost
pile or bed, rather than on a green. It would give us a much better
opportunity to judge what we are going to end up with and help us to
arrive at a formula that will do a good job. I fully realize that
this may not be practicable on some courses, but commend it for your
consideration wherever facilities are available.

Soil Compaction
·.'f

I.

Donald V. Waddington
University of Massachusetts

General Considerations

Compaction is a term used to designate the condition of being
pressed or packed closely together. Compacted soils are a major ,n~~
problem to turf growers, because herein lies the cause of many undesirable conditions.
A look at some of the symptoms or indicators of compaction will
bring into light some of these undesirable conditions. Some of the
most common conditions which are associated with compaction are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Platy soil structure
Hard soil
Dry spots
Standing water and wet spots
Shallow root systems
Tolerant plants such as knotweed and clover

Any one of these conditions is a good reason for one to suspect
compaction in th~t particular area.
The causes of compaction are well known and, unfortunately,
often well practiced. Some of the most mentioned causes are:
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l.
2.
3.
4.

Traffic by man and machinery
tillage
Rolling wet 1oils
Raindrop actien
Exce~aive

Some of the1e cau1es cannot be eliminated because they are an important part Qf the nperation of turf areatJ. Maintenance equipment cannot be eliminated frnm any turf area. Players are necessary
in order to fulfill the objectives of areas such as athletic field&,
playgrounds, and golf courses. Alth•ugh equipment and players can•
not be eliminated as causes of compaction, it is possible to minimize
the compaction from these two sources. Seils are more su1ceptible
t~ compaction when they are wet.
Traffic should be restricted on
wet soils. Only essential maintenance operations should be performed,
and if possible, some regulatory action should be taken on the amrunt
of player traffic.
The roller, especially when imprcperly used, can be one •f the
most severe compaction devices available to us. Rolling should not
be done when soils are wet. Using a heavier roller than is neeesRary
for the particular j~b adds to the compaction problem. Tillage
operations usually increase the total porosity and air space ef a
compacted soil, but extreme pulverization and rolling may leAd to a
decrease in total porosity and air space.
The small raindrop is a most effective compacting agent at the
soil surface. A thin compact layer is formed by the raindrep action
from 4ither irrigati~n water er natural rainfall. Upon drying, this
compacted layer is called a "crust". The impact of the drops dhpersea
soil aggregates, positi"ns soil particles into A cl~se arr3ngament,
and packs them tightly in their new location. The soil pores may
be further blocked and reduced in size by inwashing of soil particles
carried by the infiltrating water. The effects ~f rainfall are most
severe on newly prepared aeedbeds and young turf areas. The f9liage
of mature turf greatly minimizes these effects by reducing the energy
ef the falling dropo.
The conditions which arise from compaction present an unhealthy
for the graas plant. Air and water movement into and
through the soil is limited. Grass vigor is reduced and root systems
become shallow. Weeds which tolerate compaction may soon persist.
Movement of fertilizer~ and other chemicals into the 1eil ia reduced,
and bacterial activity, which is necessary for release of nutrients
held in organic form, is decreased. Not only is a compacted soil
bad for the grass, but it is also unfavorable from the player standpoint. A hard playing surface exists. A softer, resilient playing
surface is appreciated by all players, especially the golfer trying
to hnld a shot on a green and the 170-pound halfback about to be
dropped by several 250-pound linemen.
envir~nment

Compaction aeem~ to be unavoidable on inten81vely used area~.
therefore, it is neces4ary to use some farm or forms of prevention
and remedy. Methods of preventfon, or perhaps better called "mini•
mization.. , and remedies are available and are strcngly reccmmenced
'
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by th~ respective sp~nsors. Specifications for putting green soils
and laboratory evaluation of the same are now available. Various
physical conditioning materials now on the market are recommended
for use in soil mixtures in order to improve air and water relationships. It seems that for a clearer understanding of the potential
of these methods and materials they must be subjected to further
te_s ting and evaluation by our state and federal expe'riment stations.
Penn. State research workers have undertaken an intensive fieid study of various mixes of soil, sand, peat, and other soil modifying
materials. Their results should be enlightening.
Remedies for compacted turf fall into two groups: (1) complete
renovation and (2) adoption of an aerification pr~gram, Complete
renovation is the alternative when .the situation gets well dut of
hand. The separation of prevention and remedy may be difficult in
a program of regular aerification. The idea is to prevent a serious
condition from developing by treating a no-so-ser·ious conditi•n. The
cho_ice of equipment for aerification is a topic in itself and will
not be discussed now.
To repeat a previous statement, keep off wet areas is a't all
possible. This is a preventative method which costs nothing and
is available to all.
The use of wetting agents on compacted areas has helped to
overcome the problem of decreased infiltration and water movement in
the soil.
II.

Relation of Soil Porosity to Compaction

Soil p~rosity is the percentage of the total soil volume which
is not occupied by solid particles. In dry soil, the p~res are
filled with air, whereas in moist soils they contain both air and
water. The amount of smaller pores, termed capillary pores, will
largely determine the moisture content and the larger or non-capillary
pores will largely determine air content.
The average soil has a porosity of about 50%. Sands are usually
less, and clays and organic soils are usually higher than this figure.
The distribution of pore size is tnore important than the total porosity. The ideal situation is to" ha,;-e; the total pore space equally
divided between capillary and non-capillary pores. If capillary pores
are abundant the moisture holding capacity of the soil will be high;
however, water and air movement may be inhibited due to lack of ade•
quate non~capillary pores. The reverse situation may produce excessive drainage and aeration at the expense of adequate moistur~
holding capacity.
When a soil is compacted, there is a decrease in total p~re space
due to the particles being packed closer together. The fact ~£
major importance is that the effect of compaction on rton-capillary
porosity is much more severe than on capillary porosity.
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The effect of excessive tillage on the pore .size is shown by
!'
the following data. During seedbed preparation, two contrasting
procedures were used. The light treatment consisted ef plowing and
disking twice, cultipacking three times, and harrewing with a Meeker
harrow once. The effects of the severe, compacting tillage treatment
on sandy loam and loamy sand soils are shown in the following table.
Effect of Excessive

Tillag~

I.

Sandy Loam
Treatment.

Porosity- 'Z
Non-Capillary

Total

Infiltration
Rate. in/hr

Capillary

'· ·
·.
.

~ ·' ;: ,

Light ,. . >'
Excessive , · ·
Change ·'

46.0
42.6
- 7.4%

18 .2

27.8

12.6
-30.7%

30.0
+ 7 .9%

29.0
22.2
-23.4%:.

19.6

6.2
3.6
-42.0'Z

·~

II.

Loamy Sand

..

~-

~-:

Light
48.6
Excessive
· .i i 42.8
..
Change
. ', ·' ' .-11.97, ':

20~6

5.4
3.5
-35 .2'7o · ''

..

+ s.1%

~

These data show that excessive tillage and culti~ck.~ng reduced the
total pores ity and the non-capillary porosity. · ·cap:i.llary porosity
was increased slightly. Compaction decreased the. in~iltration rate · ·:
as would be ;expect~d, :because the · amount bf larger . ~res (noq•capillary)
which greatly influence water· movement was decrea8ed,~
. , . ..
. ·:,
. '; . ,' . .
'

'

:

' •

'

,,

The effe~t of compaction on non-capillary porosity and the
relation between non-capillary porosity and water movement through
soil is shown in the following table. The bulk density increase•
as the soil becomes more packed •
. , Effects of Compaction on a Cocr.se
Bulk Density . .,
g/cc

Non-Capillary '
Porosity, % ·· ·

1.31
1.45
1.49
1.60
1.64 .

III.

....

;

'-·
..•

21.5

Hy~raulic

Conducrtivity,
in/hr

6.5
. 1.4

20.8
19.9
·, .(

(a)

Loamv Sand(~)

11.0

0.9
0.3

10.9

0.2 '

•1 · · '

c

\ .. r

Data of Ro~enbergand Willits.
78-82. 1962.

Soil

Sci~ Soc~

Am
. ..Proc.
.

·, ,
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Porosity and Aeration

Air content and movement in soils is dependent on the amount of
non-capillary pore space, and when soils are compacted aeration may
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be limiting in the root zone. Mart, obiietv-~dQ~s , a~out: .plant be- ..
havior are at ributed to poor aeration, but withcH,H: adequate jus'ti~.
fication. There is little experimental evidenc~ - t~ prove bt diiprove
the major factor affecting plant growth in compact-ed soii • . 'rher~ is
ample evidence showing the need of oxygen in the root zone. Oxygen
deficiency in compacted soil may be the major cause of poor .growth.
Carbon dioxide toxicity and mechanical resistance to root penetration are other possibilities as factors · influencing -svowth in com•
pacted · soils.
:. ··.
In the evaluation of soil aeration we can measure both concentration and diffusion of oxygen. Concentration gives no indication of
the volume of gas, but only the percentage in the soil air. Oxygen
. diffusion measurementa indicate the oxygen supplying capabil~ties of
·. a soil and are better for evaluating soil aeration. ,The . factor of
importance is how fast oxygen can diffuse into the area ~here it is
needed by the plant roots.

The solubility of air in water is · such that 100 cc of water will
dissolve l.7cc of air including 0..:..§...s.£ ,2! oxygen. A water saturat~d
soil will contain considerably less oxygen than · .oxygen than one
having both air and water in the pores. Not only is the content ·of
oxygen affected by the water and air levels, but the diffusion .is
likewise decreased by the presence of water. The diffusion of oxygen
in water is about 1/10,000· as great as in air • . Compacted end· flooded
soils possess characteristics which will greatly decrease the amount
of oxygen reaching the plant roots. There aJ;"e several other factors
besides water content which will affect the oxygen su~ply for the
roots. An increase in temperature increases the consumption of
oxygen by micro-organisms and roots so that more oxygen is needed.
· 'liowever, an increase .in" temperature decreases.. the eolubUity of
oxygen in water ltnd increases the viscosity of. air, both of which, .,
would result in less oxygen · reaching the plant roots. · As salt con~
centration increase, the solubility of oxygen in water decreases.
This could be a fa·c tor in heavily fertilized soils. These, are some
of the arguments for oxygen as a ,Hmiting factor in compacted so;l.~.
Various methods of measuring oxygen concentration and diffusion
are available, and it seems tha,t for a better unµerstanding of the
compaction problem we must now work in the lines of (1) cor~elation
of ozygen measurements with plant growth and (2) . determination of
critical levels of oxygen for plant growth. Inve·s tigations concern. ing mechanical. ·impedence and C02 toxicity as lbliti,ng .f.act(?,rs for
root growth are also needed.
·
·----------------~-------Irrigation Practices and the Need of Basic , Research

Edward Pira
University of Massachusetts
So it is today that we now have available both seJni or fully
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automatic systemtJ, (A9 were th,roughly explained by eur worthy
speakers.) There is n• deubt that thif new development han re•
v~lutionized the drudgery .-f applying water.
Just a flick tf a
switch and "Prest~ , a mechanical brain cemnands a meanured quantity
of water to be placed anywhere and at any time en the wide ~pen
spaces ef a golf cours~.
11

So it is today that provided with a few basic facts, an engineer
living in California can design an irrigation tJystem for a g~lf
course in Massachusetts. Not only that, but the designer will giv•
a written guarantee that it will do exactly what he specifies it in
supposed to d,,.
So it is that bnth Stpckbridge and Winter Scho•l graduates
have proved capable of designing and installing their own syntem and
doing a reputable job of it.
What's most important of all is the fact that when any diffi·
culties arise in the operation and maintenance of the system, the
superintendent has at his disposal a whole armada of capable helpers.
He can seek aid from the engineers, the equipment dealers that have
the backing of the manufacturing industry. Should the pump or
engine fail, he can get help from the mechanic around the corn~r.
Yes, we now have the toQl for the job. We have acquired the
ability for designing .and installing an irrigation system. We have
the "know how" of f.'perating the system. We know where to turn fer
h~lp when something fails.
Th~refore, it appears that all the problems of app.lying water are solved.
Unfortunately, the superintendent responsible for the operati~n
of the irrigation sytJtem must acquire much more knowledge in addition
t~ an understanding of how a system works.
He has the unenviabl~ task of making the extremely imp1•n:·tant
decisions nf when to start applying water and exactly h~w much water
~1 , add to the turf grass.

Mistakes of adding water too soon, too often, or waiting too.
long can preve d11astrous in terms of loss of turf, in the least it
will be costly and wasteful in water and fertilizer losse~.
t~

Th~ problem now arises as to where the superintend~nt can turn
obtain the answers to these extremely important questions.

Perhap1 ha can call upon the five recognized leading auth~rities
of irrigation in the country for anawera. However, I would venture
a guess that five out of five replies will be, "It all dependtJ ." It
depends ~n the soil in your area, the type of grAss, its root system,
the w~ather, and many other variables. Or perhaps the aup-rintendent
tnay attend some school and take classes in irrigation in an ~ffort
to find the answers. H~re again he is told that at the present ti~
r~connendations for when t~ irrigate are based on seme type ef meter
reading or tDOi8ture determination (meters are net r~adily adaptable
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to golf course operation). Or the "Bank Account · system based cm
studies of weather records, which again has certain limitations.
Or he is told that there is still no substitute for the operators
experience, common sense and good judgment, Needless to say, none
of' 'these methods is adequate.
'·

.

.

'

As you may have gathered by now, we Just don't have the answers.
They just aren't available!
What we desperately need is some basic fundamental research on
Soil-Plant-Water relationships. This is especially true in terms
of water application to meet the peculiar requirements of turfgrass.
The constant grooming, application of fertilizers and disease control
chemicals plus the problem of continuous human traffic and the resultant compactiOn, adds up to a complex problem indeed.
Specifically we need basic information on: first, the effect
of moisture stress on plant growth which will not only show the
exact amount of water to apply but also the right time of application.
This investigation should be based on a more realistic approach to
determine from the plant itself when additional moisture is needed.
Second, we need to look into the effects of soil factors and
root development. Soil structure, texture, and depth all affect the
capacity for storing water and root development.
We need to know the rate at which soil moisture can move to
the absorbing. root surfaces.
These studies must include factors that affect root distribution
in a given soil as found under actual field conditions.
1 '.!

Third, a study of the feasibility of developing a subsurface
irrigation system· adapted to multi-purpose usage. One which would
apply not only water but also liquid fertilizer, disease control
chemicals, air, or vitally needed gases right in the root zone where
they will provide maximum benefits to the plant with minimum losses.
Such a system could be operated while under full play and furthermore
it wvuld ' not be influenced by climatical factors.
The above are only a few of the areas where research information
is badly needed.

.

Such an investigation will require the combined efforts of the
plant scientists, the soil scientists and the agricultural engineers •
To the best of my knowledge, there is no research being conducted on turf grass under actual playing conditions. Further, it
doesn't appear that anything will be done either, However, I believe
this situation can be remedied but if and only the need . and desire for
some action is properly expressed. The full support and determination
of the "Golf Course Superintendents Association" with its great poten•
tial force directed in the appropriate channels would provide enough
pressure and influence to see that the necessary research work gets
launched and underway.
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Water Sources
Zimri Mills
Soil Conservation Service
Before I discuss water sources, I would like to say a few words
about water needs. Many times the amount of water needed controls
to some extent the kind of water source that would be most feasible.
Water needs should be determined in terms of rate and total
supply. The delivery rate must be sufficient to meet the demands
of the irrigation system. I presume the other speakers will cover
how to determine the needed capacity of a system.
Total supply needed is influenced by such factors as soil type
and depth, type of vegetation, the number and duration of periods
of no rain and the percent of time retarded plant growth can be
tolerated. The type of vegetation controls the consumptive use.
fhis is approximately the same for all grasses. Although the consumptive use is approximately the same for most grasses, the root
depth will be different. Rcot depth and soil texture determine the
amount of available water that can be stored in the soil. The greater
the storage capacity the less frequent the moisture needs to be replenished and the greater the chance that it will be replenished by
rain. An analysis of the rainfall records in a dry year such as
was experienced here in 1957 will show the periods of rainfall
deficiency and help you determine the number of irrigations that
would be necessary.
A thorough discussion of how to determine total water supply
needed is a subject of its own and I will not elaborate further.
Water sources can be placed in the following general categories:
(1) municipal water supply systems, (2) wells, (3) natural stream
flow, (4) dam type ponds, and (S) dugout ponds. There are advantages
and disadvantages for each of these. The most feasible source can
only be determined by a thorough stµdy of each situation.
Municipal water systems are often available and can be used as
a source of irrigation water. If the municipality has an adequate
water supply and distribution system, this source is very dependable.
There is practically no maintenance to be done by the user since it
is taken care of by the municipality. The water is good quality and
free from debris and sand which could plug or damage a sprinkler
system. However, if there are times when the municipal system cannot
meet the needs of the comnunity, the use of water for irrigating
golf courses, lawns, etc. are usually restricted first. The average
annual cost of water many times is higher than that of other sources.
Wells are an excellent water source providing a good aquifer
can be found at a suitable depth near the point of intended use. The
water is usually clean, pure and dependable. The first cost and
operation and maintenance costs are usually moderate. It is often
difficult to find an aquifer that will yield sufficient quantities
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water during prolonged dry per~ods. This is especially true if
large quantities of water are needed. If the ground water situation
is such that the water is found in a rather shallow aquifer which
extends over a wide area, a series of wells may be installed and
connected to a central pipe and ptlmp system. This type development
is not the most desirable but may be the best solution in some
situations.

Natural stream flow is a good source of water but it is often
difficult to determine its dependability. During prolonged dry periods
when irrigation water requirements are highest, natural stream flow
is lowest. For example, Hop Brook near New Salem with a drainage
area of 3.39 square miles had a flow of only five to ten gallons per
minute for several days in the summer of 1957. The characteristics
of watersheds are different and consequently the low flow rates are
different. A careful study of the low flows of stream should be
made before any investment is made to develop it as a source of irrigation water.
There is a problem of protecting an installation on stream banks
from the hazards of floods, ice, and floating debris. Keeping debris
and sand out of the irrigation system may be a problem.
Dam type ponds are a good source of water and usually can be
built large enough to meet the needs. The water usually is clean and
of good quality. One of the problems of this kind of development is
finding suitable sites in the vicinity for intended use. In selecting
a site for a pond consideration must be given to the permeability
of the pond area, the permeability and stability of the foundation
for the dam and the availability of suitable materials for building
the dam. The drainage area above the dam must be large enough to
fill the reservoir but not so large that the spillway will be big
and expensive.
A dugout pond which is uaually excavated in an area of high
water table is an inexpensive way of getting goodcl.ean water. If the
water table is fed by a large area and is not too deep, the supply
is quite dependable. Usually you can expect the water table to drop
about three feet during long dry periods. This must be considered
when determining the excavation depth. The pond does not need to be
large enough to supply the total needs since it usually will recharge
from ground water during the periods between irrigations. A test pit
should be dug and pumped to test the suitability of the site before
the whole pond is excavated.
Dam type ponds and dugout ponds provide an opportunity for
multiple use. They can meet the needs for water supply and also
provide an opportunity for fishing, swimming, boating, etc. I believe
many people would welcome an opportunity to let their children fish
or swim while they play golf. Wives might urge their husbands to
go play golf if they thought he would take the children with him.
Although I have discussed the water sources individually, sometimes a combination provides the best solution. For example, a
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dependable, low yielding well may be c~mbined with a pond to supply
the needs. The well is pumped steadily at the low rate to fill the
pond and then the water is drawn out of the pond at a high rate for
sho r t periods when irrigation is needed.

·-----------------------Turfgrass ••• For Athletic Fields,
Playgrounds and other Recreational
Turfgrass Areas
Tom Mascaro
West Point Products Corporation
Any discussion of Turfgrass for recreational areas must and
should include all aspects of constructiun, turfgrass establishment
and management. These aspects are all inter-related. Like the links
of a chain, the success of any turfgrass program is only going to be
as strong as the weakest link.
Following is a detailed list of these aspects in their proper
sequence.
l.

Construction
(a)

Internal drainage

(b)

Seepage

(c)

Irrigation Systems
Site clean up
Scarification of Compacted Zones
Stone removal
Soil Modification and Amendments

(d)

(e)
(f)

(g)
2.

Turfgrass Establishment
(a)
(b)

(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

3.

Soil test
Basic Lime
Basic Fertilizer
Seed, Stolons er Sod
Firming seed bed
Mulch
Irrigation
First Mowing

Turfgrass Management
Primary Management
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Mowing

Aerification
Fertilization
Irrigation

Secondary .Management
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

(e)
(£)
(g)

Liming
Weed Control
Disease Control
Thatch Control
Insect and Grub Control
Rolling
Spot Seeding, Plugging and Sodding .

When planning new recreational areas, therefore, all three
aspects (1) Construction (2) Turf grass Establishment (3) .Iianagement,
must be considered as a whole. Only then can we be assured of reasonable success for the creation, establishment and maintenance of turfgrass areas .that will be troubl~ free, easy and economical to maintain.
For those with established recreational areas, corrective measures
can be taken to improve conditions, Any improvement program should
include an overall . analysis of existing basic problems. Wherever
possible these.basic problems should be eliminated. Then a program
o·f turfgrass i:rhprovement can be initiated with reasonable assurance
of success. Following are two outlines that can be followed for
established recreational areas.
Complete Renovation
(a)'
'(b)

· (c)
(d)
(e)
(£)
(g)
(h)

C()mple.t e kill of :r-~get~tion
Plow~n.g o~ severe ,! ae:r~f~~fl.t~on
Fertfl~z~~i~n a11~ l,imir~g _ .

Preparation of seed bed ' _
Se.eding oi- stolonizing .
Rolling
Irrigatfon
Mowing
·
1

Partial Rehovation
(a) ·Weed Con~rol
(b) Aerification

(c)

··

Fertilization and lime

(d) Preparation of seed bed
(e) Seed or stolons
(£) Rolling
· (g) . .Irrigation

(hY Mpwing
'i

,.

After renovation has been,completed and , turfgrasses are established, emphasis shciuld l;>e on' .Management • . Renovation is a waste of

time and money unless a sound .management program , follows the operation.
Beautiful, green dense turf can be a reality for those who take
the time to plan an overall program and most important of all,
injuries can be drastically.:i;educed.
' l·: · .
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Planning the Landscape Around the House
Harold Mosher
University of Massachusetts
Landscape planning is basically the development of land as
space for human living. By expanding . this definition slightly we
have a more workable definition for· our thinking today. Landscape
planning is the conscious rearrangement of t:he elements of the landscape to provide beauty and economic usefulness, p11.e asure and comfort.
•·. ·:

You see that these definitions relate the landscape to man and
involve the relationships between .human beings and three-dimensional
outdoor. spai;:·e . Space: is the .all important ~.crp, . fpr man need~ sp~ce
for . each and every one of :\\is activities.and ende~v()rs •
··~ •.
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We are perhaps more concerned with space within ~he walls of
our buildings and give little thought to outdoor space; but, let's
expand our thinking a little. Let 1 s look at the e:nti~e . property as
.the home; thus, the house plus the home grounds equ.tl.s the . home or
the .c omplete. space . for living.
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.··No , two, ,f;$miUes live ;al:i ke,.

Each one has its own persona lid.es
and ·idios.ync'll~cies. Ther~:fore, it is logical to Ji;l).d each,,Jam.i ,ly '.
deciding on the particular uses to be made of th.e ·out.,d oor
Just
as they decide the uses that are made of rooms within th·e house. · The
uses to which space will be put will be based on the ne~.ds and desires
of the individual members of the family and the family as a whole.
Since space may be lacking for all individuals to satisfy all wants,
certain compromisfi~ will be necessary with some spaces serving
several uses.

:.spac.e·

i ... .

In recent years we've heard a lot about indoor.-outdoor relationships with glass walls and terraces adjacent to t~~ house. These
are indications of the importance being placed on outdoor living
space. The outdoors is an extension of the indoors • we have outdoor
living rooms, dining rooms, etc., which denotes a division of the
outdoor space into segments of rooms. .'
If these outdoor spaces are cal,~ed rooms, let 1 s consider them

as such.

Each one will have its floor., it• walls and its ceiling.
Each will have its furnishings. 'lbe ,f,loors will be of brick, stone,
tile, gravel, concrete, turf or other ground cover, depending on
the use to which the space will be put • . The walls will be fences,
walls, hedges, screen plantings or other types of enclosures for
outdoor rooms or space1. The ceilings will be open sky, lattice
work or tree branchea and foliage. The furnishings will be flower
beds, tree•, shrubs and other landscape objects.

In thia manner, the entire home gco~nds will be divided . into
·several outdoor . rooms each eeeigned according to its use and the _
desires of the owners. The individual rooms will vary in size and
shape,,. but.. each .variation will have a .definite purpose and will add
something to t;~e . iivas of those liv~ng th~i;-e.
• • ' I '.
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Now, let's go back to our definition of the purpose of landscaping - the development of space for living; or, more specifically,
to provide beauty and economic usefulness, pleasure and comfort. I'd
like to take each of these individually.
First, we will design for beauty - beauty through the proper
use of ground and plant forms, scale, c~lor and texture, all in
harmony. Through this design we will achieve beauty with a pleasing
setting for the house, good views within the home grounds and a
natural feeling of being at home in the outdoor rooms or spaces.
Economic usefulness involves making the
This often means several uses for one area.
are of usable shape and location with regard
inside and outside the house. Design for as
as possible and take advantage of the lay of
retaining walls where necessary to gain more

best use of areas.
Design areas so they
to other areas both
much year'round usage
the land by constructiQg
nearly level floor areas.

Pleasure is the objective of most people today and is gained
in many different ways according to the individual and his moods.
Sometimes pleasure is gained by relaxation. The garden may provide
a place for relaxation through privacy and peaceful quiet gained by
screen plantings that serve as noise baffles. Recreation may be a
form of pleasure afforded through play areas and hobby areas, not
overlooking gardening itself as a hobby. Perhaps the enjoyment of
the beauty of the home grounds will be a mjaor pleasure.
And lastly, the comfort to be gained through proper landscaping
involves shade, air circulation and the cooling effect of water
during the heat of summer. The use of heat t%aps to collect the
winter sunlight protected from cold winter winds will make a part
of the grounds more usable during late fall and early spring and prolong the comfort and enjoyment of the home. In closing, let me
again state that the outdoors is merely an extension of the indoors
and the two together make up the home. Consider outdoor spaces as
rooms with floors, walls, ceilings and furnishings of construction
elements and plant materials and design for human use and enjoyment.
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